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Abstract

Let H be a group acting on a building ∆. We analyze three transitivity properties

that this action could have, namely strong, Weyl and weak transitivity. We present

and analyze a collection of groups H and buildings ∆ for which the action is not

weakly transitive but may nonetheless be Weyl transitive. In these examples, the

failure to be weakly transitive is in some sense precisely determined, and in some

cases is shown to be extremely severe.

The first situation we consider is Chevalley groups. Let K be a local field and

G = g(K) a Chevalley group. Let (B,N) be the standard spherical BN -pair and

W = N/B ∩ N the Weyl group. We precisely characterize which elements w of W

admit only finite-order representatives in N . In particular for such a w of order m,

all representatives of w in N have the same order, and that order is either m or 2m.

Using this we can find a variety of subgroups H of G, in particular if H is dense and

torsionfree, such that H acts Weyl transitively but not weakly transitively on the

affine building arising from G.

Next we consider the case of division algebras, where the failure to be weakly

transitive can be more precisely characterized and shown to be very extreme. Let D

be a finite-dimensional F -division algebra of degree d > 2, and let H be either D×

or SL1(D). For any splitting field K, H admits an action on the buildings associated

to G = GLd(K) or G = SLd(K). It is easy to show that this action is not weakly

transitive, and in the present context we can show that it even fails “dramatically”

to be weakly transitive. If F is a global field we can construct examples where the

action of H on the affine building of G is nonetheless Weyl transitive. In the global

case, for “most” D we can even show that SL1(D) acts on the fundamental affine

apartment only by translations - the most extreme possible situation.
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Chapter 0

Introduction

The overarching theme of this thesis is an analysis of certain transitivity properties of

group actions on buildings. Buildings were introduced in the 1950’s-60’s by Jacques

Tits as a way of geometrically studying semisimple algebraic groups over an arbitrary

field. The original definition of a building ∆ was a simplicial complex made up of a

choice of apartment system A with certain properties. This non-canonical aspect, i.e.,

the need to keep track of a choice of apartment system, was alleviated in the 1980’s

with a more combinatorial, though equivalent definition of a building. Under the

combinatorial approach, there is no need to refer to apartments or to any simplices

other than the chambers. In fact all the structure of the building is encoded just

in its set of chambers C and its Weyl distance function δ : C × C → W , a function

assigning to each pair of chambers a “distance,” i.e., an element in the Weyl group

W of the building. See Chapter 1 for details.

In the context of a group G acting on a building ∆, there are some standard

types of transitivity. In the simplicial approach, we have a natural notion of strong

transitivity, meaning that G acts transitively on the set of pairs (C,Σ) where C is

a chamber in the apartment Σ. This of course depends on the choice of apartment

system A; we more specifically refer to the action as strongly transitive with respect to

A. In the combinatorial approach we want to avoid reference to apartments, and so we

instead use the notion of Weyl transitivity, where for each w ∈ W , G acts transitively

on the set of pairs (C,D) with δ(C,D) = w. It is clear that strong transitivity implies
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Weyl transitivity, and it turns out that they are equivalent in the important case of

spherical buildings. However, outside the spherical case it is not immediately clear

that Weyl transitivity is really weaker. This is the main motivation for this thesis,

namely to exhibit and analyze many large classes of examples of Weyl transitive but

not strongly transitive group actions on affine buildings. Tits provides a suggestion

in [T] of a direction to look, and a class of explicit examples is worked out in [AB1]

in the special case when the building is a tree. In the present work we find examples

for affine buildings of arbitrary type and also achieve some very strong transitivity

results in certain cases, even finding classes of examples for which the Weyl transitive

action is “as far as possible” from being strongly transitive.

The transitivity properties of interest here are closely related to certain purely

group-theoretic properties, namely Bruhat decompositions and BN -pairs. A BN-pair

consists of a pair of subgroups B and N of G satisfying certain properties involving the

Weyl group W . In particular, N/(B∩N) ∼= W . Also, we say (G,B) admits a Bruhat

decomposition if there is a bijection C : W → B\G/B satisfying certain properties.

In case B arises from a BN -pair, we have the natural Bruhat decomposition C(w) =

BwB := Bw̃B where w̃ ∈ N is such that w̃(B ∩ N) 7→ w under the identification

N/(B ∩N) ∼= W . It turns out that Weyl transitive actions are essentially equivalent

to Bruhat decompositions, and strongly transitive actions are equivalent to BN -

pairs. Thus a Weyl transitive action that is not strongly transitive is equivalent to a

Bruhat decomposition that does not arise from a BN -pair. Details can be found in

Sections 1.3 and 2.1.

We also introduce a new notion, that of weak transitivity (Definition 1.3.1). A

group G acts weakly transitively on a building ∆ if there exists an apartment Σ such

that StabG(Σ) acts transitively on the chambers of Σ. Clearly if the action of G

is weakly transitive and transitive on A, then it is strongly transitive with respect

to A. It turns out that a Weyl transitive action is strongly transitive if and only

if it is weakly transitive. For our purposes then, we are interested in finding when
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weak transitivity fails. As seen in Lemma 2.4.2, it is not hard for a subgroup of a

topological group acting Weyl transitivity to itself act Weyl transitively. The main

thing to show is denseness. Thus the real work is in demonstrating the failure to be

weakly transitive.

The key setup is the following observation, which is Lemma 2.4.3: LetG be a group

acting strongly transitively on a building ∆ with respect to the complete apartment

system A. Choose an apartment Σ0 and set N = StabG(Σ0), T = FixG(Σ0). Note

that N/T can be identified with the Weyl group W of the building. Let H be any

subgroup of G. Then H acts weakly transitively on ∆ if and only if there exists

g ∈ G such that (gHg−1 ∩ N)T = N , or equivalently, for all n ∈ N it holds that

gHg−1 ∩ nT 6= ∅. Thus, showing that H does not act weakly transitively amounts

to showing that any conjugate of H “misses” at least one coset of N/T . In some

situations we can show that H even misses a large percentage of the cosets in N/T ,

as seen in Remark 5.4.11. Also, for certain conjugates of H we can sometimes obtain

a precise description of which cosets are missed, as seen in Section 5.5.

The first batch of explicit examples arises in the context of Chevalley groups. Let

G be any Chevalley group g(K) over a field K, with root system Φ, as described

in Section 3.1. Thinking of the standard (spherical) BN -data for G constructed in

Section 3.3, we show that there exists an element w of the Weyl group W = N/T

such that all representatives of w in N have the same finite order. If we consider

the natural action of the Weyl group on the Euclidean space E = 〈Φ〉R, we show in

Theorem 4.1.2 that for w ∈ W the following are equivalent:

1) Acting on E, w has no eigenvalue 1.

2) All representatives of w in N have (the same) finite order, namely |w| or 2|w|.

Condition 1 simply states that w is a generalized Coxeter element in the language

of [DW], in particular any Coxeter element will work.

Next we consider the case when K is complete with respect to a discrete valuation.

Then by Proposition 3.3.4 G admits a VRGD system, or valuated root group data
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system (this name mirrors that of an RGD system), and so as shown in Theorem 2.3.4,

we achieve the well-known result that there is a canonical affine building ∆a on which

G acts strongly transitively. In fact the action is strongly transitive with respect to

A as proved in Proposition 3.3.8. (This proposition is an explicit special case of the

more general and abstract Theorem 17.9 in [W].) A subgroup of G that happens to

be torsionfree thus cannot act weakly transitively on ∆, since it cannot represent

any generalized Coxeter element in W . In fact it need only be m-torsionfree where

m = |w| for some generalized Coxeter element w. Here W is still the spherical Weyl

group, which is a subgroup of the affine Weyl group. As before, if H is dense in G

then the action of H is still Weyl transitive. Thus our goal in this context amounts

to finding dense torsionfree subgroups, which we do in Section 4.2.

If K has characteristic 0 we can find many dense torsionfree congruence subgroups,

as shown in Theorem 4.2.3. The canonical example is when G = SLd(Qp) and H is the

congruence subgroup H = {g ∈ SLd(Z[1
p
]) | g ≡q 1}, where q > 2 is relatively prime to

p; see Theorem 4.2.2. If K has positive characteristic p, we can’t necessarily hope for

congruence subgroups to be torsionfree, but we can construct them to bem-torsionfree

for m = |w|, assuming p does not divide m. This is also done in Theorem 4.2.3. Thus

for any field K complete with respect to a discrete valuation, and any Chevalley

group G = g(K) with spherical Weyl group W such that the characteristic of K does

not divide 2|W |, there exist “many” subgroups H of G whose action on the affine

building associated to G is Weyl transitive but not strongly transitive with respect to

any apartment system. Group-theoretically this provides many examples of groups

with Bruhat decompositions that do not arise from BN -pairs, and examples can be

found for any affine type. These results are joint work with P. Abramenko and can

be found also in [AZ].

There is a second way to define Chevalley groups, namely as groups of K-rational

points, so that they are in fact linear algebraic groups; see Section 3.4. As seen in

Proposition 3.4.3 the two constructions do not differ by much. It turns out that The-
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orem 4.1.2 still holds in this context, and all the results are essentially unchanged. We

also inspect the specific cases of the classical groups, and use Theorem 4.1.2 to achieve

a nice description of the generalized Coxeter elements using cycle decompositions; see

Section 4.3.

The examples using congruence subgroups of Chevalley groups work fine but are

rather ad hoc. They also are not really in the spirit of Tits’ description in [T] of a

rubric for producing examples of Weyl transitive but not strongly transitive group

actions. In that paper Tits suggests looking instead at anisotropic groups over global

fields. However, not until 2007 was an explicit example constructed, by Abramenko

and Brown in [AB1]. In that paper, certain subgroups G of SL2(Qp) are constructed

that act Weyl transitively on a certain building but not strongly transitively with

respect to any apartment system. More specifically, G is the norm-1 group of a

quaternion division algebra D =

(
α, β

Q

)
that splits over Qp, and ∆p is the affine

building (tree) associated to SL2(Qp). G acts Weyl transitively on ∆p, by virtue of

G being dense in SL2(Qp), but if −1 /∈ D2 then the action of G on ∆p is not strongly

transitive with respect to any apartment system.

Chapter 5 is devoted to working through this more natural situation in full gener-

ality, with the added bonus that weak transitivity is found to not only fail, but to fail

“dramatically.” Actions are constructed that may very well be Weyl transitive, but

are “not even close” to being weakly transitive. We start with a (finite dimensional)

division algebra D with center F , and embed D over F into Md(K) for any splitting

field K|F of D. Here d is the degree of D. As explained in Definition 5.3.4, we can

think of D× as a subgroup of GLd(K), and can think of the reduced norm-1 group

SL1(D) as a subgroup of SLd(K). If H = SL1(D) or D× we have a natural action

of H on certain buildings associated to G = SLd(K) or GLd(K). There is always a

spherical BN -pair, and if K has discrete valuation then there is an affine BN -pair,

yielding a spherical building ∆ and an affine building ∆a on which G acts strongly

transitively. In the latter case, if K is complete then G acts strongly transitively
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with respect to A on the associated affine building ∆a. As seen in Theorem 5.4.1

it is actually quite easy to exhibit at least one class of cosets in W = N/T that no

conjugate of H can intersect, immediately yielding Corollary 5.4.2 that H does not

act weakly transitively.

It should be noted that there is a very nice, elementary argument due to A. Rap-

inchuk [R1] providing examples of such actions in the full generality that Tits outlined

in [T]. In fact any non-split algebraic group that does not split over a quadratic ex-

tension will provide an example, in particular most anisotropic groups work. Corol-

lary 5.4.2 is therefore in itself not very surprising. The methods we use here are

nonetheless interesting for their ability to demonstrate and measure the severe fail-

ure of the actions to be weakly transitive. In particular we can exhibit a wide array

of cosets that any conjugate of H will “miss.” For example, thinking of the spherical

Weyl group as the symmetric group Sd, if the cycle decomposition of σ ∈ Sd features

a k-cycle for d/2 < k < d, then H cannot “hit” σ; see Theorem 5.4.6. Alternately, if

the cycle decomposition of σ ∈ Sd features a unique cycle of smallest length (where

any fixed point of σ in {1, . . . , d} is called a 1-cycle) and if this cycle is not a d-cycle,

then again H cannot “hit” σ; see Theorem 5.4.4. These situations can be simul-

taneously generalized by a construction we call “lonely cycles,” and Theorem 5.4.7

shows that indeed there is a huge class of cosets that no conjugate of H can intersect.

A quick combinatorial argument given in Remark 5.4.11 shows that Theorem 5.4.6

alone implies that H “misses” at least 70% of Sd for large enough d. In the affine

situation, since the affine Weyl group contains Sd as a subgroup, by similar arguments

the action of H on ∆a is very far from weakly transitive. However, if F is dense in K,

e.g., if F is global and K is some completion of F , then H still acts Weyl transitively

on ∆a.

Another class of elements of interest in W = Sd is the d-cycles, or Coxeter ele-

ments. The above arguments do not always discount the possibility that H = SL1(D)

could hit the d-cycles, but we use an additional argument to cover this case for a large
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class of situations. It is easy to see that any representative x of a d-cycle must satisfy

xd = (−1)d−1 primitively, and have irreducible minimal polynomial. Thus if d is not

a power of 2, as seen in Theorem 5.4.8 we can add the d-cycles to the list of cosets

that don’t intersect any conjugate of H. If d is a power of 2, we can still sometimes

achieve this result for certain F . If x ∈ H = SL1(D) represents a d-cycle, then D

contains either a non-central primitive dth or 2dth root of unity, and so admits the

corresponding cyclotomic subfield F ( L ⊆ D. Using considerations from the theory

of global fields and the Brauer group, we show that this fails for many choices of F ,

in particular the natural case of F = Q, as seen in Theorem 5.4.9.

In all these results we have been analyzing the failure to act strongly transitively

with respect to any apartment system. We lastly turn our attention to situations

where we can obtain even more precise results regarding the fundamental apartment.

The most striking situation is SL1(D) for D a division algebra over a global field F ,

acting on the appropriate building. In this context, we show in Section 5.5 that in

“most” cases, SL1(D) fails to represent any non-trivial element of the spherical Weyl

group, and represents precisely the subgroup of translations in the affine Weyl group.

We also show that that for arbitrary F the determination of a similar result would

be at least as difficult as the well-known problem of relating the exponent and index

of D.

There are a number of possible directions for future work. One goal would be

to try and achieve a precise list of Weyl group elements represented by D× and

SL1(D) for arbitrary apartments, not just the fundamental apartment. In particular

M. Kassabov has suggested that in general D× should only be able to represent

permutations all of whose cycles have equal length, and the results for the fundamental

apartment support this idea. Another direction for future work has been suggested by

B. Mühlherr, namely to inspect the relationship between strong and Weyl transitivity

in the non-spherical, non-affine case. It would be especially interesting to see if, for

example, strong and Weyl transitivity are even equivalent for hyperbolic buildings.
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Chapter 1

Buildings

A great deal of information about buildings can be found in the recent text by Abra-

menko and Brown [AB2], and this whole chapter draws primarily from that reference.

We will be concerned with two different ways of thinking about buildings, and thus

will present two definitions. The starting point of either definition is the notion of a

Coxeter group.

Definition 1.0.1. A Coxeter system (W,S) is a group W together with a finite set

of generators S such that W has a presentation

W = 〈S | (st)ms,t = 1 for all s, t ∈ S〉

where each ms,t is in N ∪ {∞}, ms,t = ∞ is understood to mean that st has infinite

order, and ms,s = 1 for all s ∈ S. Note that this implies each s ∈ S has order 2, and

this in turn implies that ms,t = mt,s for each s, t ∈ S.

We call the group W a Coxeter group and the generators s will occasionally be

referred to as involutions or transpositions.

This is actually sufficient data to give the first definition of a building; see [AB2,

Definition 5.1].
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1.1 Combinatorial buildings

Definition 1.1.1. Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system. A building of type (W,S), or

in case of ambiguity a combinatorial building of type (W,S), is a nonempty set C

together with a map δ : C × C → W called the “Weyl distance function” such that

the following axioms are satisfied for all C,D ∈ C:

(CB1): δ(C,D) = 1 if and only if C = D

(CB2): If δ(C,D) = w and C ′ ∈ C is such that δ(C ′, C) = s ∈ S, then δ(C ′, D) = sw

or w. If `(sw) = `(w) + 1 then δ(C ′, D) = sw.

Here, ` : W → Z≥0 is the length function on W relative to the generating set S.

(CB3): If δ(C,D) = w and s ∈ S, there exists C ′ ∈ C such that δ(C ′, C) = s and

δ(C ′, D) = sw.

There is of course a huge amount of structure that is not immediately apparent

from the axioms. To begin to unravel some of this structure, we need some more

definitions.

Definition 1.1.2. The elements C of C are called chambers. Given a chamber C and

an element s of S, we define the s-panel containing C to be

P = P(C, s) = {D ∈ C|δ(C,D) ∈ {1, s}}.

The s-panel containing C can be thought of as the set consisting of C itself, along

with all chambers that are s-adjacent to C, i.e., are at a distance s from C. Once we

establish the simplicial approach to buildings, the notion of adjacency will become

more natural, as will the choice of the words panel and chamber. For now, let us look

at a few standard examples of buildings.
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Example 1.1.3. Define δW : W × W → W via δW (w1, w2) = w−1
1 w2. We claim

that (W, δW ) is a building. Indeed, (CB1) holds trivially, and (CB2) and (CB3) hold

simply because (w−1
1 w2)(w−1

2 w3) = w−1
1 w3. In fact, we have the stronger condition

that

δW (w1, w2)δW (w2, w3) = δW (w1, w3)

for all w1, w2, w3 ∈ W . We call (W, δW ) the standard thin building of type (W,S).

Note that by construction W acts transitively on the chambers of (W, δW ).

In general a building (C, δ) of type (W,S) is called thin if for every chamber C

and every element s ∈ S, there exists exactly one chamber at a distance s from C.

In different contexts, thin buildings are called Coxeter complexes or apartments.

Of course there exist buildings that are not thin. The following is a standard

example of a thick building, that is, one for which every panel contains at least three

chambers. We will not give many details here; see [AB2, Section 4.3] for a complete

account.

Example 1.1.4. Let K be a field and V an n-dimensional vector space over K. Let

W be the symmetric group Sn, with generating set S = {(1 2), (2 3), . . . , (n− 1 n)}.

Let C be the set of maximal flags in V , i.e., chains of subspaces V1 < · · · < Vn−1 of

V such that dimVi = i. We adopt the notation that V0 = 0 and Vn = V . Let C and

D denote the maximal flags V1 < · · · < Vn−1 and W1 < · · · < Wn−1 respectively. We

want to define a Weyl distance δ(C,D) in Sn. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} it turns out we

can choose ji ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that

Wi−1 + (Wi ∩ Vk) =

 Wi−1 for k < ji

Wi for k ≥ ji
.

We now can define δ(C,D) to be the permutation taking each i to ji. Note that if

C = D then ji = i for each i, so δ(C,D) = 1. As promised we will give few details here,

but it turns out that (C, δ) satisfies (CB1)-(CB3) and is thick; see [AB2, Section 4.3].
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In the next section we discuss the other definition of a building, as a simplicial

complex. This approach has the advantage of being more concrete, and the disad-

vantage that one must keep track of a choice of apartment system.

1.2 Simplicial buildings

Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system and (W, δW ) the standard thin building of type

(W,S). We want to construct a simplicial complex Σ that encodes all the properties

of (W, δW ). For each subset J of S, define the standard subgroup WJ := 〈J〉 ≤ W .

In particular, WS = W and W∅ = {1}. Also define a standard coset in W to be any

coset of the form wWJ for some w ∈ W , J ⊆ S. Note that the chambers of (W, δW ),

that is the elements of W , are the standard cosets corresponding to J = ∅. This fact

motivates the following definition.

Definition 1.2.1. Let Σ = Σ(W,S) be the poset of standard cosets in W , with the

ordering ≤ given by w1WJ1 ≤ w2WJ2 if and only if w1WJ1 ⊇ w2WJ2 as sets. Define

the Coxeter complex associated to (W,S) to be the set Σ. We say that w1WJ1 is a

face of w2WJ2 provided that w1WJ1 ≤ w2WJ2 .

One immediate observation is that this ordering by reverse inclusion ensures that

the maximal elements of Σ are really the minimal cosets, namely the singleton sets

wW∅ = {w}. Also note that W itself is the unique minimal element of Σ, and is a face

of every other element. This face relation and the choice of the word “complex” should

be hints that Σ can be realized as a simplicial complex; see also [AB2, Theorem 3.5].

Proposition 1.2.2. Let (W,S) be any Coxeter system. Then the poset Σ = Σ(W,S)

is simplicial.

Proof. We must show that any two elements of Σ have a greatest lower bound. Since

by construction Σ is closed under taking faces, this will suffice. See [AB2, Appendix A]

for a more detailed explanation of this definition of simplicial complex. Let wWJ ,
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w′WJ ′ be arbitrary elements of Σ. If we can show that (w′)−1wWJ and WJ ′ have a

greatest lower bound w′′WJ ′′ , then w′w′′WJ ′′ will be the greatest lower bound of wWJ

and w′WJ ′ , and so we may assume without loss of generality that w′ = 1. Also note

that the face relation is given by reverse inclusion, so W is a global lower bound.

Consider any lower bound of wWJ and WJ ′ . It must contain both sets, and so

in particular it contains the identity and is a standard subgroup, not just a standard

coset. Call it WJ ′′ . Since w ∈ wWJ ⊆ WJ ′′ , and WJ ′′ is a group, also WJ ⊆ WJ ′′ .

Thus, any such WJ ′′ contains w, WJ , and WJ ′ , and so the greatest lower bound should

be WJ ′′ = 〈w,WJ ,WJ ′〉. It is not immediately obvious that there really exists J ′′ ⊆ S

such that WJ ′′ = 〈w,WJ ,WJ ′〉, but this can be easily shown using the theory of

Coxeter groups, and we reference [AB2, Proposition 2.16] for this result.

As stated earlier, the maximal simplices of Σ are the singletons {w} for w ∈ W ,

so thinking of the combinatorial approach it seems reasonable to refer to the maximal

simplices as chambers. It is also true that Σ is pure, i.e., all maximal simplices have

the same dimension. To see this, we must decode how to determine the dimension of

a given simplex.

Lemma 1.2.3. For J ( S, the dimension of the simplex A = wWJ in Σ is |S|−|J |−1.

In particular all maximal simplices have dimension |S| − 1.

Proof. The faces of A are precisely the simplices wWJ ′ for J ⊆ J ′ ⊆ S. Thus, there is

a 0-dimensional face for every J ′ containing J with |S\J ′| = 1. But there are precisely

|S| − |J | such J ′, and so A has |S| − |J | vertices and dimA = |S| − |J | − 1.

It is often more natural to refer to the rank of a simplex, defined to be rk(A) =

dimA+1. Thus, rk(wWJ) = |S|− |J |, and maximal simplices have rank |S|. We also

say that the Coxeter complex Σ(W,S) has rank |S|. This of course syncs up with the

notion of rank in a Coxeter system, where the rank of (W,S) is |S|.

We are now equipped to give the second, simplicial definition of a building, and

eventually demonstrate its equivalence to the combinatorial definition.
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Definition 1.2.4. Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system. A (simplicial) building of type

(W,S) is a simplicial complex ∆ such that ∆ is a union of subcomplexes Σ, called

apartments, and the following axioms are satisfied:

(SB1): Each Σ is a Coxeter complex of type (W,S).

(SB2): For any two simplices A,B ∈ ∆, there exists Σ containing A and B.

(SB3): If Σ and Σ′ both contain A and B, then there is an isomorphism from Σ to

Σ′ fixing A and B pointwise.

We immediately note that if A = B = ∅ and Σ, Σ′ are any two apartments, then by

(SB3) Σ ∼= Σ′. Thus, the specification in (SB1) that each Σ have the same type is

redundant. Either way, it is important that ∆ indeed has a well-defined type (W,S).

At this point we can discuss the equivalence of the two approaches. We will only

give an overview; see the proof of [AB2, Corollary 5.93] for details. Let ∆ be a

simplicial building of type (W,S). Let C = C(∆) be the set of maximal simplices

in ∆. For each apartment Σ, let C(Σ) denote the set of chambers in C contained in

Σ. By (SB1) and Section 3.5 of [AB2] each apartment comes equipped with a Weyl

distance function δΣ : C(Σ)× C(Σ)→ W . In fact we can define a Weyl distance δ on

all of ∆; for C,D ∈ C set δ(C,D) := δΣ(C,D) where Σ is any apartment containing

C and D, the existence of which is guaranteed by (SB2). This is independent of the

choice of Σ, and in fact (C(∆), δ) satisfies (CB1)-(CB3) and is of type (W,S); see

[AB2, Propositions 4.81,4.84].

This shows that simplicial buildings are also combinatorial. Now let (C, δ) be a

combinatorial building of type (W,S). Producing a simplicial complex ∆(C) satis-

fying (SB1)-(SB3) is an involved process, the details of which take up Sections 5.3

through 5.6 in [AB2]. We mention a few of the steps here. As we have seen, the maxi-

mal simplices correspond to chambers and the codimension-1 simplices correspond to
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panels, i.e., are determined by s-adjacency. Similarly the lower-dimensional simplices

are determined by J-adjacency for J ⊆ S. Two chambers C and D are J-adjacent

if δ(C,D) ∈ WJ . Apartments are determined by a sort of converse of (SB1); any

subcomplex of ∆(C) that is “isometric” to Σ(W,S) is declared to be an apartment.

Finally, Theorem 5.91 in [AB2] shows that ∆(C) satisfies (SB1)-(SB3) and has type

(W,S).

This shows that combinatorial buildings are also simplicial. What’s more, the

two approaches really are equivalent. We state this fact as a Proposition here; see

[AB2, Corollary 5.93] for the proof.

Proposition 1.2.5. Let ∆ be a simplicial building of type (W,S), with Weyl distance

function δ. Let (C(∆), δ) be the combinatorial building associated to ∆. Then the

simplicial complex ∆(C(∆)) is canonically isomorphic to ∆.

Now let (C, δ) be a combinatorial building of type (W,S). Let ∆(C) be the simplicial

building arising from (C, δ). Then (C(∆(C)), δ) = (C, δ).

We can now analyze Example 1.1.4 in the language of simplicial buildings. As

before we leave most of the details out; see [AB2, Section 4.3].

Example 1.2.6. Let K be a field and V an n-dimensional vector space over K as

in Example 1.1.4. Let ∆ be the flag complex of V , i.e., the simplicial complex whose

simplices are flags in V . Here a flag is a chain of proper subspaces V1 < · · · < Vk

in V . The face relation is given by inclusion of flags, that is V1 < · · · < Vk is a face

of W1 < · · · < W` if for all i there exists j such that Vi = Wj. Thus the maximal

simplices are flags V1 < · · · < Vn−1 with dimVi = i for each i, which are the maximal

flags from Example 1.1.4.

For each K-basis B = {e1, . . . , en} of V we have a subcomplex whose simplices

are flags V1 < · · · < Vk such that each Vi has as a basis some subset of B. Denote

this subcomplex by ΣB. It turns out that ∆ is a building, with an apartment ΣB for

each choice of basis B. (It is possible that different bases yield identical apartments,
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and so to avoid counting apartments more than once we really take the apartments

to be Σ[B], where [B] is the equivalence class of bases B′ such that ΣB′ = ΣB.) It is

clear that ∆ is the union of these apartments, and (SB1)-(SB3) follow by arguments

in [AB2, Section 4.3]. As promised, the simplicial approach makes this example more

concrete; it is easier to work with apartments than with the Weyl distance function.

In particular it is now easy to see that ∆ is thick, i.e., every panel is contained

in at least three chambers. For example, if P is the panel V1 < · · · < Vn−2 then any

choice of n − 1 dimensional subspace Vn−1 containing Vn−2 will produce a chamber

V1 < · · · < Vn−1 containing P . Clearly there are at least three distinct lines in

V/Vn−2, even if K only has two elements, and so P is contained in at least three

distinct chambers. A similar argument works for any panel, and ∆ is indeed thick.

As mentioned earlier, one feature of the simplicial approach is that one must keep

track of which subcomplexes have been designated as apartments. Obviously there

might be more than way to decompose a given building into a union of apartments.

To avoid potential imprecision we introduce the notion of an apartment system A.

This is a collection of subcomplexes Σ satisfying the above axioms. Many properties

of buildings makes sense only “with respect to” a given apartment system, or may

only hold for certain choices of A. There is a specific apartment system that will

often be of use, namely the complete apartment system A. This is the collection of all

subcomplexes Σ ⊆ ∆ such that Σ ∈ A for some A. Since every building by definition

admits at least one apartment system, this definition makes sense, and it turns out

that A really is an apartment system; see [AB2, Theorem 4.54].

In some cases, A is actually the only apartment system. One such case is the

spherical case, which is particularly important in its own right.

Definition 1.2.7. Let ∆ be a building of type (W,S). If W is finite we say ∆ is

spherical.

Note that for a Coxeter system (W,S) with W finite there is a unique w0 in W
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with `(w0) maximal, called the longest word. Thus, in a Coxeter complex, given any

chamber C there is a unique chamber −C, called the opposite chamber, such that

δ(C,−C) = w0. We similarly say two chambers C, D in a building of spherical

type (W,S) are opposite if δ(C,D) = w0. The presence of opposite chambers forces

spherical buildings to be “tightly controlled;” in particular we get the following result.

See [AB2, Section 4.7] for details.

Proposition 1.2.8. Let ∆ be spherical. Then there is a unique system of apartments,

and the apartments are precisely the convex hulls in ∆ of pairs of opposite chambers.

Referring to “convex hulls” makes use of the simplicial approach to buildings

and the notion of galleries. We will not need these notions any more, and so will

just reference [AB2] once again and take this proposition for granted. The point is

that in the spherical case, given a chamber C ∈ C, every apartment containing C

is determined uniquely by the opposite chamber it contains. For the sake of future

brevity, we set some notation here:

Let A be an apartment system. For C ∈ C set A(C) := {Σ ∈ A | C ⊆ A}. For

Σ ∈ A set C(Σ) := {C ∈ C | C ⊆ Σ} as before. Note that by the above discussion, in

the spherical case A = A and A(C)↔ {D | δ(C,D) = w0}.

Before moving to the next section we should mention another type of building

that will be of particular importance later, namely an affine building. This is simply

any building of type (W,S) for W an affine Coxeter group. We will actually not

make use of any particular properties of such groups, and so will simply define them

to be Coxeter groups with a particular Coxeter diagram; see [W, Chapter 1]. As a

sidenote, affine buildings are often called Euclidean buildings since the apartments

can be geometrically realized as tilings of Euclidean space.
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1.3 Strong and Weyl transitivity

The rest of this thesis will be concerned with groups acting on buildings, usually via

type-preserving automorphisms. Here by “type” we do not mean (W,S) but rather a

coloring of the vertices of the building; a type-preserving action on a building is thus

the analog of an action on a graph without inversion. From here on, all group actions

will be assumed to be type-preserving, unless otherwise stated.

Let ∆ be a building with chamber set C. We say the group G acts chamber

transitively on ∆ if the action is transitive on C. As often happens in geometric

group theory, we can learn a lot about the structure of G by analyzing stabilizers in

G. Since G is acting on a building, the natural stabilizers to inspect are stabilizers

of chambers and stabilizers of apartments. We define three types of transitivity that

are similar but have some important differences.

Definition 1.3.1. We say the action of G on ∆ is weakly transitive if there exists an

apartment Σ ∈ A such that StabG(Σ) acts transitively on C(Σ).

Definition 1.3.2. We say the action of G on ∆ is strongly transitive with respect to

A if it is transitive on A and there exists an apartment Σ ∈ A such that StabG(Σ)

acts transitively on C(Σ), or equivalently if it is chamber transitive and there exists

C ∈ C such that StabG(C) acts transitively on A(C) [AB2, Section 6.1.1].

Definition 1.3.3. We say the action of G on ∆ is Weyl transitive if it is chamber

transitive and there exists C ∈ C such that StabG(C) acts transitively on the “w-

sphere” {D ∈ C | δ(C,D) = w} for all w ∈ W [AB2, Section 6.1.3].

One advantage of Weyl transitivity is that it does not reference apartments, and

so does not depend on a choice of A. For this reason, and due to the presence of

δ in the definition, Weyl transitivity is of particular interest in the combinatorial

approach. It is less natural in this approach to talk about apartments, but in order

to relate these types of transitivity it is important to establish the following lemma,

which is Lemma 6.13 in [AB2].
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Lemma 1.3.4. If G acts Weyl transitively on ∆, then for any apartment Σ the orbit

GΣ = {gΣ | g ∈ G} is an apartment system.

Proof. It suffices to check that any two chambers C, D are contained in an apartment.

The other conditions follow since GΣ is a subset of A. By chamber transitivity we

may assume C ∈ C(Σ). Let w = δ(C,D). Choose D′ ∈ C(Σ) such that δ(C,D′) = w.

Since Σ is a Coxeter complex of type (W,S) we know such a D′ exists. By Weyl

transitivity there exists g ∈ StabG(C) such that D = gD′. Thus, C,D ∈ gΣ, and

indeed GΣ is an apartment system.

Weyl and strong transitivity are in certain cases equivalent, and so while strong

transitivity may be germane in the simplicial approach to buildings, one may switch

to Weyl transitivity in the combinatorial approach to avoid reference to apartments,

and not lose any generality or specificity. The following proposition, which is Propo-

sition 6.14 in [AB2], relates strong, Weyl, and weak transitivity in the general case.

Proposition 1.3.5. If G acts strongly transitively with respect to any apartment

system then it acts Weyl transitively and weakly transitively. If G acts Weyl tran-

sitively and weakly transitively then G acts strongly transitively with respect to some

apartment system.

Proof. Suppose G acts strongly transitively with respect to A. By definition then

it acts weakly transitively. Let C,D,D′ ∈ C with δ(C,D) = δ(C,D′) = w. Choose

Σ,Σ′ ∈ A such that C,D ∈ C(Σ) and C,D′ ∈ C(Σ′). Since G acts strongly tran-

sitively, we can choose g ∈ StabG(C) such that gΣ = Σ′. Since g preserves δ,

δ(C, gD) = w = δ(C,D′), and so gD = D′ since δ(C,−) is bijective on C(Σ′).

Now suppose conversely that G acts Weyl transitively and weakly transitively.

Let Σ ∈ A be such that StabG(Σ) acts transitively on C(Σ). Since G acts transitively

on GΣ, and this is an apartment system by Lemma 1.3.4, G acts strongly transitively

with respect to GΣ.
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In light of this proposition, it is possible in theory to have a group action on a

building that is Weyl transitive but not strongly transitive, even with respect to any

apartment system. The key is to find a situation where Weyl transitivity holds, but

for no apartment Σ ∈ A does StabG(Σ) act transitively on C(Σ). Such a situation

seems reasonable, but we show here that in the spherical case it is actually impossible;

see also [AB2, Proposition 6.15].

Proposition 1.3.6. Let G be a group acting chamber transitively on a spherical

building ∆ of type (W,S). Let w0 be the longest word in W . The following are

equivalent:

1. The action is strongly transitive with respect to A.

2. The action is Weyl transitive.

3. For C ∈ C, StabG(C) acts transitively on {D | δ(C,D) = w0}.

Proof. The implications 1 ⇒ 2 ⇒ 3 are immediate. If StabG(C) acts transitively on

{D | δ(C,D) = w0} then it also acts transitively on A(C), by Proposition 1.2.8, and

so G acts strongly transitively with respect to A.

Note that the presence of opposite chambers is crucial, at least in this proof, to

showing the equivalence of strong and Weyl transitivity. Outside the spherical case,

then, it is at least reasonable to look for examples of Weyl transitive actions that are

not strongly transitive with respect to any apartment system.

1.4 Roots and root systems

In analyzing group actions on buildings we will be particularly interested in groups

that have a structure informed by root systems, and so in this section we collect some

facts about roots in Coxeter complexes. We also establish the notion of a root system

as a subset of some Euclidean space, as that will become important in Chapter 3.
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Let Σ = Σ(W,S) be the standard thin building of type (W,S) defined in 1.1.3.

Throughout this section we assume W is finite. As in [AB2, Section 5.5.4], for each

s ∈ S we set αs := {w ∈ W | `(sw) > `(w)}. We call these simple roots, and declare

that any subset α ⊆ W isometric to some αs is called a root. In fact, according to

Proposition 5.81(3) of [AB2], we have that for each root α there exists w ∈ W and

s ∈ S such that α = wαs. For a root α we also define the opposite root −α to be

simply W\α.

Let Φ denote the set of roots, and Π ⊆ Φ the set of simple roots. Note that

for each s ∈ S we have 1W ∈ αs. This motivates the designation of a set Φ+,

called the set of positive roots, given by Φ+ := {α ∈ Φ | 1W ∈ α}. We thus have

Π ⊆ Φ+ ⊆ Φ. Another notion that we will need is that of an interval of roots.

Let α, β ∈ Φ be distinct roots such that α ∩ β 6= ∅. We define the closed interval

[α, β] to be [α, β] := {γ ∈ Φ | α ∩ β ⊆ γ}. Similarly define the open interval

(α, β) := [α, β]\{α, β}. The intervals [α, β) and (α, β] are also defined in the natural

way.

It is easier to picture roots using the simplicial approach to Coxeter complexes.

A root in a simplicial Coxeter complex is essentially just half of the complex. Details

and precise explanations can be found in [AB2, Section 3.4].

We can also think of the roots of a Coxeter complex as vectors in a Euclidean

space. Set E := R|S|, and choose a basis (es) indexed by s ∈ S. For s, t ∈ S, set

〈es, et〉 := − cos
π

m(s, t)

where m(s, t) is the order of st in W . Extend 〈·, ·〉 to a symmetric bilinear form on

E.

If, as claimed, we can view the root system as living in E, we need an action of

W on E that corresponds to the action of W on Σ. For x ∈ E, s ∈ S, set

s(x) := x− 2〈x, es〉
〈es, es〉

es.
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By arguments in [AB2, Section 2.5] this provides a well-defined, faithful action of W

on E. Since every root is a translate of a simple root by an element of W , we now

have a canonical way of viewing Φ as a set of vectors in E.

We can in fact give a second definition of a root system, which immediately encodes

the Euclidean structure. In future chapters we will often speak of a fixed root system

Φ interchangeably in the sense of half-spaces in a Coxeter complex or in the Euclidean

sense. We will give very few details here regarding the proof of the equivalence of the

two approaches; far more details can be found in [AB2,W].

Definition 1.4.1. Let E = Rn be n-dimensional Euclidean space with inner product

〈·, ·〉. We say a finite set Φ ⊆ E\{0} is a (reduced, crystallographic) root system

provided that the following properties hold:

1. E = span Φ.

2. For ε ∈ R, if α, εα ∈ Φ then ε = ±1.

3. Φ is closed under the reflections σα, where σα(v) := v − 2〈v, α〉
〈α, α〉

α for α ∈ Φ,

v ∈ E.

4. For α, β ∈ Φ,
2〈β, α〉
〈α, α〉

∈ Z. We set α∨ :=
2α

〈α, α〉
, so this condition is equivalent

to 〈β, α∨〉 ∈ Z.

We include conditions 2 and 4 in the definition; these specify that all our root

systems are reduced and crystallographic [AB2, Section 1.1]. Also, in the future it

will sometimes make notational sense to write sα instead of σα.

Lemma 1.4.2. Let α ∈ Φ, v, w ∈ E. Then 〈σα(v), σα(w)〉 = 〈v, w〉.
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Proof.

〈σα(v), σα(w)〉 =

〈
v − 2〈v, α〉

〈α, α〉
α,w − 2〈w, α〉

〈α, α〉
α

〉
= 〈v, w〉 −

〈
2〈v, α〉
〈α, α〉

α,w

〉
−
〈
v,

2〈w, α〉
〈α, α〉

α

〉
+

〈
2〈v, α〉
〈α, α〉

α,
2〈w, α〉
〈α, α〉

α

〉
= 〈v, w〉 − 2

〈v, α〉〈α,w〉
〈α, α〉

− 2
〈v, α〉〈w, α〉
〈α, α〉

+ 4
〈v, α〉〈w, α〉〈α, α〉

〈α, α〉2

= 〈v, w〉

Definition 1.4.3. Keeping the notation of Definition 1.4.1, we let W be the group

of isometries of E given by W = 〈σα | α ∈ Φ〉. We call W the Weyl group of the root

system Φ. Note that by Lemma 1.4.2, W really is a group of isometries.

The notion of an interval of roots makes sense here as well. Let α 6= ±β ∈ Φ. We

set [α, β] := {γ ∈ Φ | there exist pγ, qγ ∈ R≥0 such that γ = pγα+qγβ}. By specifying

whether pγ and/or qγ may be zero, we also have natural definitions for (α, β], [α, β),

and (α, β).

Definition 1.4.4. Let Φ be a root system. We call a choice of subset Φ+ ⊆ Φ a set

of positive roots provided that the following hold:

1. For each α ∈ Φ, we have α ∈ Φ+ if and only if −α 6∈ Φ+.

2. If α, β ∈ Φ+, and α + β ∈ Φ, then α + β ∈ Φ+.

Given a choice of Φ+ we have the corresponding set of negative roots Φ− := Φ\Φ+.

We refer to Φ+ and Φ− as choices of positive and negative root systems.

Since Φ is finite, the following definition makes sense:

Definition 1.4.5. Given a choice positive root system Φ+, we say α ∈ Φ+ is simple

if it cannot be written as a sum of two elements of Φ+. Let Π denote the set of simple

roots. We call Π a choice of simple root system.
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We state without proof the following lemma, found as Theorem 5.5 in [C2].

Lemma 1.4.6. Let Φ be a root system with positive root system Φ+ and simple root

system Π. Then Π is a basis of E.

In particular ` := |Π| is independent of the choice of Π, so it makes sense to define

the rank rk Φ to be `. Let Π = {α1, . . . , α`}. It turns out that every root is an

integral combination of simple roots. Also, there exists a highest root α̃ =
∑̀
i=1

aiαi

such that for any other root β =
∑̀
i=1

biαi, bi ≤ ai. See [C1, Proposition 2.1.6;

C2, Proposition 12.9]. This will be important in the setup of Theorem 2.3.4.

Note that the Weyl group preserves the conditions in Definitions 1.4.4 and 1.4.5.

Thus for w ∈ W , Φ+ a positive root system, and Π a simple root system, wΦ+ is

another positive root system and wΠ is another simple root system.

Lemma 1.4.7. Let w ∈ W , Φ+ a positive root system, and Π ⊆ Φ+ a simple root

system. If wα ∈ Φ+ for all α ∈ Π then w = 1.

Proof. By [C1, Proposition 2.1.3], Φ+ contains one and only one simple root system.

Thus since wΠ ⊆ Φ+ and wΠ is a simple root system, in fact wΠ = Π. By [C1,

Theorem 2.2.4], W acts faithfully on the set of simple root systems, and so we conclude

w = 1.

This immediately tells us that if w acts trivially on Φ then w = 1, and so the

action of W on Φ is faithful.

We state without proof one more property of W that will be important later. See

[C1, Proposition 2.1.8(ii); C2, Theorem 5.13] for the proof.

Proposition 1.4.8. W is generated by the set S := {σα | α ∈ Π}.
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Chapter 2

Groups acting on buildings

In this chapter we will describe some structural features that a group G could have,

and how the group structure can both inform and be informed by the action of G on

a building ∆.

2.1 BN-pairs and Bruhat decompositions

The first two group-theoretic definitions are that of a BN -pair and a Bruhat decom-

position. They seem a bit esoteric on first glance, but will correspond very nicely to

strong and Weyl transitivity. Our reference for this whole section is [AB2, Section 6.2].

Definition 2.1.1. Let G be a group, together with subgroups B and N that generate

G. Let T := B ∩N . We say (B,N) is a BN-pair if T / N and W := N/T admits a

set of generators S with the following properties:

(BN1): For any s ∈ S, w ∈ W , we have sBw ⊆ BswB ∪BwB.

(BN2): For any s ∈ S, sBs−1 6≤ B.

We call W the Weyl group of (B,N). If the Weyl group is spherical (resp. affine)

we will call the BN -pair spherical (resp. affine). Also, we often refer to the quadruple

(G,B,N, S) as a Tits system.

We will take for granted that given a Tits system (G,B,N, S), S is uniquely

determined and (W,S) is a Coxeter system. See [AB2, Theorem 6.56].

We now define Bruhat decomposition.
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Definition 2.1.2. Let G be a group, B a subgroup of G, (W,S) a Coxeter system,

and C : W → B\G/B a bijection. We say that C provides a Bruhat decomposition

of type (W,S) of (G,B) provided that the following condition is satisfied:

(BD): For all s ∈ S, w ∈ W , we have

C(sw) ⊆ C(s)C(w) ⊆ C(sw) ∪ C(w),

and if `(sw) = `(w) + 1 then C(s)C(w) = C(sw).

For a group G and subgroup B, if (G,B) admits a Bruhat decomposition we say

B is a Tits subgroup of G.

Now let G be a group acting Weyl transitively on a building ∆ = (C, δ) of type

(W,S). Choose a fundamental chamber C, and set B = StabG(C). There is an

obvious bijection between G/B and C via gB 7→ gC. Thus also there is a bijection

between B\G/B and the B-orbits in C. For b ∈ B, g ∈ G, δ(C, bgC) = δ(C, gC), so

every B-orbit in C corresponds to a unique w ∈ W , and since δ is surjective by (CB3)

we get a bijection between W and the B-orbits in C.

We thus have a bijection C : W → B\G/B. We can realize C explicitly: C(w) =

BgB if and only if δ(C, gC) = w. The map C in fact provides a Bruhat decomposition

of (G,B), as seen in Theorem 6.21 of [AB2] proved below.

Theorem 2.1.3. For s ∈ S and w ∈ W , C(sw) ⊆ C(s)C(w) ⊆ C(sw)∪C(w). Also,

if `(sw) = `(w) + 1 then C(s)C(w) = C(sw).

Proof. Let h ∈ C(s) and g ∈ C(w), so C(s) = BhB and C(w) = BgB. By the

explicit construction of the bijection C, we get that δ(C, hC) = s and δ(C, gC) = w.

By (CB2) we have δ(C, hgC) = δ(h−1C, gC) = sw or w. This implies that hg is

an element of either C(sw) or C(w), and so C(s)C(w) ⊆ C(sw) ∪ C(w). Also, if

`(sw) = `(w) + 1 then again by (CB2) δ(C, hgC) = sw, so C(s)C(w) ⊆ C(sw) =

BhgB ⊆ BhBBgB = C(s)C(w) implying C(s)C(w) = C(sw).
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The only thing left to show is that C(sw) ⊆ C(s)C(w). By (CB3) we can choose

a specific h ∈ C(s) ensuring that δ(C, hgC) = sw, so BhgB = C(sw). Then C(sw) =

BhgB ⊆ BhBBgB = C(s)C(w), and we are done.

In this way, a group acting Weyl transitively on a building admits a canonical

Bruhat decomposition. We also have a natural converse, namely that a group with a

Bruhat decomposition acts Weyl transitively on a canonically associated building.

Theorem 2.1.4. Let G be a group, B a subgroup of G, (W,S) a Coxeter system, and

C : W → B\G/B a bijection satisfying (BD). Let C := G/B and define δ : C×C → W

via δ(gB, hB) = w if and only if C(w) = Bg−1hB. Then ∆ = (C, δ) is a building of

type (W,S) and G acts Weyl transitively on ∆.

The proof is informed by arguments following Definition 6.31 in [AB2].

Proof. Since the map G/B × G/B → B\G/B given by (gB, hB) 7→ Bg−1hB is

clearly well-defined we see that δ, being the composite of this with C−1, is also well-

defined. We now verify the axioms (CB1), (CB2), and (CB3). Clearly δ(gB, hB) = 1

if and only if C(1) = Bg−1hB. If w = C−1(B), we have that for any s ∈ S,

C(s) = C(s)C(w) ⊇ C(sw); thus C(s) = C(sw) and s = sw for all s, so w = 1. Thus

C(1) = Bg−1hB if and only if g−1h ∈ B. This verifies (CB1).

Now suppose δ(gB, hB) = w and δ(g′B, gB) = s, so C(w) = Bg−1hB and C(s) =

Bg′−1gB. By (BD), C(s)C(w) ⊆ C(sw)∪C(w), so Bg′−1hB ⊆ C(s)C(w) ⊆ C(sw)∪

C(w), and so either Bg′−1hB = C(sw) or Bg′−1hB = C(w). We conclude that

δ(g′B, hB) = sw or w. Additionally, if `(sw) = `(w) + 1 then by (BD) Bg′−1hB =

C(sw), and δ(g′B, hB) = sw. This verifies (CB2).

Lastly, suppose δ(gB, hB) = w and s ∈ S. Suppose that for all g′ ∈ G sat-

isfying g′−1g ∈ C(s) we in fact have g′−1h ∈ C(w). Then C(s)g−1h ⊆ C(w),

so C(s)Bg−1hB ⊆ C(w). But Bg−1hB = C(w) and (BD) tells us that C(sw) ⊆

C(s)C(w), so this implies C(sw) ⊆ C(w), which is impossible as seen earlier. Thus,

in fact there exists g′ such that δ(g′B, gB) = s and δ(g′B, hB) = sw, verifying (CB3).
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We now show that G acts Weyl transitively on ∆. Of course G acts on G/B by

left translation, and thus on ∆. What’s more, this action clearly preserves δ and is

chamber transitive. Now let gB and g′B be two chambers, both some fixed distance

from B. Then BgB = Bg′B, so there exists b ∈ B such that g′B = bgB. Thus B is

transitive on w-spheres, and the action of G on ∆ is Weyl transitive.

Remark 2.1.5. If (G,B) admits a Bruhat decomposition and the resulting building is

thick, we also call the Bruhat decomposition thick. Since every Bruhat decomposition

has a type (W,S), it also makes sense to refer to a Bruhat decomposition as spherical

or affine if (W,S) is. Also note that this is a true equivalence, namely if we construct a

building ∆ from a Bruhat decomposition ofG and then take the Bruhat decomposition

corresponding to the action of G on ∆, we recover the original Bruhat decomposition.

Similarly we recover ∆ from the Bruhat decomposition arising from ∆.

We can also realize the building arising from a Bruhat decomposition as a simpli-

cial complex. We will not discuss many details here, but see Section 6.2.4 of [AB2] for

a very detailed discussion of standard parabolic cosets and the simplicial building. We

will state the following proposition as a fact, and take for granted that the simplicial

building ∆(G,B) is well-defined and satisfies the building axioms.

Proposition 2.1.6. Let G be a group with a subgroup B yielding a Bruhat decomposi-

tion of type (W,S). Let ∆ = ∆(G,B) be the simplicial complex of standard parabolic

cosets of G, ordered by reverse inclusion. Then ∆ is a building of type (W,S) on

which G acts Weyl transitively.

Having seen that Bruhat decompositions and Weyl transitivity are essentially

equivalent, we now turn our attention to BN -pairs and strong transitivity, which

will enjoy a similar correspondence. We already know that strong transitivity implies

Weyl transitivity, so it will be prudent now to show that a BN -pair yields a Bruhat

decomposition; see also [AB2, Theorem 6.52].
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Proposition 2.1.7. Let (G,B,N, S) be a Tits system with Weyl group W . Then

(G,B) admits a Bruhat decomposition of type (W,S).

Proof. Let w ∈ W with w = nT = Tn. Since T ≤ B, we may refer to constructions

like wB and Bw without ambiguity. Define C : W → B\G/B via C(w) = BwB.

Since G is generated by B and N , C is surjective. We show C is injective by induction.

If C(w) = B, i.e., BwB = B, then w = 1 since T = B ∩ N . Let r > 0 and suppose

that for any w with `(w) < r, Bw′B = BwB implies w′ = w. Now let w have length

r and suppose Bw′B = BwB. Choose some s ∈ S such that `(sw) < `(w). Clearly

BsBw′B = BsBwB. By (BN1) this product consists of either one or two double

cosets. If one then specifically Bsw′B = BsBw′B = BsBwB = BswB and by

induction hypothesis sw′ = sw. If two then Bsw′B∪Bw′B = BsBw′B = BsBwB =

BswB ∪ BwB, and since Bw′B = BwB and the union is disjoint, the previous case

shows that sw′ = sw. In either case w′ = w and C is injective.

We now show that (BD) holds. Let w ∈ W , s ∈ S. Then C(sw) = BswB ⊆

BsBBwB = C(s)C(w), which is the first inclusion of (BD). Also, using (BN1),

C(s)C(w) = BsBwB ⊆ BswB ∪BwB = C(sw) ∪ C(w).

Now suppose w ∈ W and s ∈ S with `(sw) = `(w) + 1. If w has length 0 then

C(s)C(w) = C(sw) holds trivially. Suppose `(w) = r > 0, and that for any w′ with

`(w′) < r and any t ∈ S, `(tw) = `(w) + 1, C(t)C(w′) = C(tw′). Write w = s1 · · · sr
as a reduced word in S; let w′ = s1 · · · sr−1 and t = sr. By repeated use of the

induction hypothesis, C(w′)C(t) = C(w). Now, `(sw′) must be `(w′) + 1 = r, since

r + 1 = `(sw) = `(sw′t) ≤ `(sw′) + 1 ≤ r + 1. Thus,

C(s)C(w) = C(s)C(w′)C(t) = C(sw′)C(t)

again by the induction hypothesis.

At this point we suppose that C(s)C(w) is in fact a union of two double cosets.

Then C(s)C(w) = C(sw) ∪ C(w). But we just found another representation of

C(s)C(w) as a product, namely C(sw′)C(t). This is the inverse of C(t)C((w′)−1s),
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and since we’re assuming it is a union of two double cosets we have

C(sw′)C(t) = (C(t)C((w′)−1s))−1 = (C(t(w′)−1s))−1 ∪ (C((w′)−1s))−1

= C(sw′t) ∪ C(sw′) = C(sw) ∪ C(sw′).

We conclude C(sw) ∪ C(w) = C(sw) ∪ C(sw′). We know sw 6= w and w 6= w′ by

length arguments, so by the injectivity of C we get that w = sw′. But then sw = w′,

contradicting the assumption that `(sw) = `(w) + 1.

We close this section wth the following theorem, which is Theorem 6.56 in [AB2].

Theorem 2.1.8. Strong transitivity and BN-pairs are related in the following way:

1. Let (G,B,N, S) be a Tits system with Weyl group W . Then there exists a thick

building ∆ = ∆(G,B) of type (W,S) with an action of G, strongly transitive

with respect to some A, such that B = StabG(C) and N ≤ StabG(Σ0) for some

fundamental chamber C and apartment Σ0, and N is transitive on C(Σ0).

2. Suppose the group G acts on a thick building ∆, strongly transitively with respect

to some A, with fundamental chamber C and apartment Σ0. Let B = StabG(C)

and N ≤ StabG(Σ0) such that N acts transitively on C(Σ0). Then (B,N) is a

BN-pair and ∆ = ∆(G,B).

Proof of forward implication. Since (B,N) is a BN -pair, we have a Bruhat decom-

position and a building ∆ = ∆(G,B) of type (W,S). We know G acts Weyl tran-

sitively on ∆. Let C be the fundamental chamber corresponding to B in G/B, so

B = StabG(C). We want to show that N stabilizes some apartment Σ0 and acts

transitively on C(Σ0). This will in particular show that G acts weakly transitively on

∆ and thus strongly transitively, by Proposition 1.3.5.

Let Σ0 = {wB | w ∈ W} ⊆ C. Let φ : W → Σ0 be given by φ(w) = wB. Then

φ is clearly an isometry and so Σ0 is an apartment. By construction, N stabilizes Σ0

and acts transitively on C(Σ0).
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It remains to show that ∆ is thick, or equivalently that for any C ∈ C, s ∈ S,

there exist at least two chambers a distance s from C. Since the action is chamber

transitive it suffices to show just that the fundamental chamber B has this property.

Let s ∈ S. By construction δ(B, sB) = s. By (BN2) we know that sBs 6≤ B, so in

particular BsB 6≤ sB. Choose g ∈ BsB\sB, so gB 6= sB. However, g ∈ C(s), so

δ(B, gB) = s. Thus ∆ is indeed thick.

Proof of reverse implication. We now suppose G acts strongly transitively, and thus

Weyl transitively, on some thick building ∆. Using the setup preceding Theorem 2.1.3,

we know that (G,B) admits a Bruhat decomposition, given by a bijection C, and that

∆ = ∆(G,B). Considering the natural epimorphism π : N � W = Aut0(Σ0) it is

clear that B ∩N =: T = kerπ and that we can identify W with N/T .

Now let g ∈ G. We can choose an apartment containing C and gC, and by strong

transitivity it must be of the form bΣ0 for some b ∈ B since B acts transitively on

A(C). Since b−1gC ∈ Σ0, there exists n ∈ N such that b−1gC = nC, again by

strong transitivity. Thus n−1b−1g ∈ B, implying that G = BNB, so in particular

G = 〈B,N〉.

We now need to verify the BN axioms. Since G = BNB, the Bruhat decompo-

sition map C : W → B\G/B can be realized explicitly as C(w) = BwB, without

ambiguity. Then (BN1) is just a restatement of (BD). Now let s ∈ S. By thickness

we can choose g ∈ G such that δ(C, sC) = δ(C, gC) = s but sC 6= gC. Just from

Weyl transitivity we can choose b ∈ B such that gC = bsC. Then sbsC = sgC 6= C,

so sbs 6∈ B. Since s = s−1, (BN2) follows.

2.2 RGD systems

In Chapter 3 we will focus our attention on Chevalley groups. These groups are gen-

erated by a family of subgroups, called root groups, and the relations between these

subgroups are partially determined by the corresponding root system structure. The
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next two sections deal with certain constructions of Tits systems that lend them-

selves well to analyzing Chevalley groups. We refer to Section 1.4 for the relevant

definitions and notation regarding root systems. The reference for this section is

[AB2, Section 7.8].

Let Σ be a Coxeter complex of spherical type (W,S), and let Φ be a root system

in Σ. Let Π be a set of simple roots in Φ, parameterized by s ∈ S. For αs ∈ Π we

will notationally identify s with αs and −s with −αs.

Let G be a group, with a family of subgroups Uα parameterized by α ∈ Φ. We

say the pair (G, (Uα)α∈Φ) is an RGD system of type (W,S) if it satisfies the following

axioms:

(RGD0): The Uα are all nontrivial.

(RGD1): For α 6= ±β, [Uα, Uβ] ≤ U(α,β)

(RGD2): For each s ∈ S there is a function m : U∗s → G such that for u ∈ U∗s and

β ∈ Φ, m(u) ∈ U−suU−s and m(u)Uβm(u)−1 = Usβ.

(RGD3): For each s, U−s 6≤ U+.

(RGD4): G = T 〈Uα|α ∈ Φ〉 where T =
⋂
α∈Φ

NG(Uα).

Here, U+ := 〈Uα | α ∈ Φ+〉, U(α,β) := 〈Uγ | γ ∈ (α, β)〉, and H∗ := H\{1} for

any group H. It should be mentioned that functions m in (RGD2) actually exist

for every root, not just simple roots [W], and so we get the more general formula

m(u)Uβm(u)−1 = Usαβ for any α. Of course if we want to verify the RGD axioms it

is less work to just check (RGD2) for simple roots. Also note that since sα = s−α, we

could equivalently replace m(u)Uβm(u)−1 = Usαβ with m(u)−1Uβm(u) = Usαβ.

As implied, if (G, (Uα)α∈Φ) is an RGD system of type (W,S) thenG has a canonical

BN -pair of type (W,S). The proof of this fact takes up thirteen pages in [AB2,

Section 7.8], and we will not attempt to recreate all the lemmas and details here. It

is worth describing some key results and steps, however, before moving on to VRGD

systems in the next section. We describe the setup here and provide a sketch of the

proof, omitting details as necessary.
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Let (G, (Uα)α∈Φ) be an RGD system of type (W,S). Let m : U∗s → G be the

maps described in (RGD2). Set B := TU+ and N = 〈T, {m(u) | u ∈ U∗s , s ∈ S}〉. By

[AB2, Section 7.8.3], there is a map π : N � W such that ker π = T and π(m(u)) = s

for u ∈ U∗s . This shows immediately that N/T ∼= W . We also already have a canonical

generating set for N/T that syncs up with S, namely {s̃T | s ∈ S} where each s̃ is

m(u) for some choice of u ∈ U∗s .

Lemma 2.2.1. G = 〈B,N〉.

Proof. By (RGD4), G = T 〈Uα | α ∈ Φ〉. For any α ∈ Φ+ we have Uα ≤ U+ ≤ B, so

all we have to show is that Uα ≤ 〈B,N〉 for α ∈ Φ−. As explained in Section 1.4, we

can choose w ∈ W , s ∈ S such that α = wαs. Let x ∈ N be such that w = xT . Then

by (RGD2) Uα = xUsx
−1 ≤ 〈B,N〉.

Lemma 2.2.2. B ∩N = T .

Proof. Clearly T ≤ B ∩ N . Thus, it suffices to show that N ∩ U+ ≤ T = ker π. Let

x ∈ N ∩ U+, with w := π(x). By (RGD2), for α ∈ Φ+ we have Uwα = xUαx
−1 ≤ U+.

Now, by (RGD3), U−s 6≤ U+, so wα 6= −αs for any s ∈ S. But if w 6= 1 then by

Lemma 1.4.7 there exist α ∈ Φ+ and s ∈ S such that wα = −αs. Thus, w = 1 and

in fact x ∈ kerπ.

Corollary 2.2.3. For any s ∈ S, U−s 6≤ B.

Proof. Let v ∈ U∗−s, and let m(v) ∈ UsvUs be as in (RGD2), or more precisely as in

the comments below the RGD axioms. Conjugation by m(v) interchanges Us with

U−s, so m(v) does not normalize Us and so is not in T . Of course m(v) is in N , and

since B ∩ N = T we know that m(v) 6∈ B. Then since m(v) ∈ UsvUs ⊆ BvB we

conclude that v 6∈ B.

Theorem 2.2.4. Let (G, (Uα)α∈Φ) be an RGD system of type (W,S). Set B := TU+

and N = 〈T, {m(u) | u ∈ U∗s , s ∈ S}〉. Then (G,B,N, S) is a Tits system of type

(W,S).
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Proof. By Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.2.1, and the preceding paragraph, all the setup of

Definition 2.1.1 holds and we just need to show that (BN1) and (BN2) are satisfied.

As often happens, (BN1) is very computationally messy to verify. As such, we will

simply reference the proof of Theorem 7.115 in [AB2] for the verification of (BN1).

We will, however, verify (BN2). Let s ∈ S. Then sBs−1 ≥ sUss
−1 = U−s, and by

Corollary 2.2.3 U−s 6≤ B, so sBs−1 6≤ B.

Before moving on we prove part (a) of the exercise on page 36 of [S3], regarding

normalizers of certain subgroups. The exercise is phrased in terms of Chevalley

groups, which we will discuss in depth in Chapter 3, but the statement is true for

general RGD systems too.

Lemma 2.2.5. Let B = TU+, B− = TU−, and N be as above. Then NG(B) =

NG(U+) = B, NG(B−) = NG(U−) = B−.

Proof. Clearly B normalizes U+ and B. Let g ∈ NG(U+). Thanks to the Bruhat

decomposition we can choose u, v ∈ U+, x ∈ N such that g = uxv. Then x normalizes

U+. Let π(x) = w ∈ W , so wΦ+ = Φ+ (see (RGD2)). By Lemma 1.4.7 this implies

w = 1, so g ∈ B. By a similar argument, coupled with Corollary 2.2.3, we see that B

is also the full normalizer of itself. A parallel argument shows NG(B−) = NG(U−) =

B−.

2.3 VRGD systems

Let G be a group with a family of subgroups Uα parameterized by α ∈ Φ, such

that (G, (Uα)α∈Φ) is an RGD system of type (W,S). Here we think of Φ as a root

system in the Euclidean sense. We will also assume as in [W] that G is generated by

the subgroups Uα. For each α ∈ Φ let φα : U∗α → Z be a map. We say the triple

(G, (Uα)α∈Φ, (φα)α∈Φ) is a VRGD system of type (W,S) if it satisfies the following

axioms:
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(VRGD0): Each φα is surjective.

(VRGD1): For each α ∈ Φ and each k ∈ Z, Uα,k := 〈u ∈ Uα|φα(u) ≥ k〉 is a

subgroup of Uα, where φα(1) is considered to be ∞.

(VRGD2): For all α, β ∈ Φ with α 6= ±β, [Uα,k, Uβ,`] ⊆
∏

γ∈(α,β)

Uγ,pγk+qγ`, where pγ

and qγ are as defined in Section 1.4. In particular pγ, qγ > 0 and γ = pγα + qγβ.

(VRGD3): For α, β ∈ Φ, u ∈ U∗α, x ∈ U∗β , we have that φsα(β)(m(u)−1xm(u))−φβ(x)

is independent of x, where m : U∗α → G is as defined in (RGD2).

(VRGD4): For α ∈ Φ, u ∈ U∗α, x ∈ U∗α, we have that φ−α(m(u)−1xm(u))− φα(x) =

−2φα(u), independent of x.

The term VRGD system is new, but is natural in light of the term RGD system.

Where RGD stands for root group data, VRGD stands for valuated root group data.

Note that in (VRGD3) we refer to the maps m existing for any root α, as is done in

[W]. This is fine, as explained in the comments below the RGD axioms. Also note that

by our assumption that G is generated by the root groups, by [AB2, Corollary 125]

we know that T is already contained in 〈{m(u) | u ∈ U∗s , s ∈ S}〉 and so the latter

group already equals N . Also note that since we have maps m for any root, we could

write N = 〈{m(u) | u ∈ U∗α, α ∈ Φ}〉 when convenient.

If G admits a VRGD system, it then of course admits an RGD system and thus

has a BN -pair. This BN -pair is spherical, and we get an action of G on a spherical

building. Of course this will never provide examples of Weyl transitive actions that

are not weakly transitive, but it turns out that a group admitting a VRGD system

also has an affine BN -pair, and so acts canonically on an affine building.

The special case where G is a p-adic Chevalley group is covered in detail in [IM].

See also [BT] for a more general situation. We will define such groups and show they

admit a VRGD system in Chapter 3. We are interested in the more general case,

however, and present the connection between VRGD systems and affine BN -pairs.

The rest of this section will be an overview of Chapter 14 of [W], in which the general

case is covered. The theorem of interest is Theorem 14.38, though we need some
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setup before we can even state it here.

Let N be as above and let U := 〈Uα,kα〉 where kα = 0 if α ∈ Φ+ and kα = 1 if

α ∈ Φ−. Let Φa := Φ× Z, and as usual let E be the Euclidean space spanned by Φ.

For (α, k) ∈ Φa and v ∈ E, we define the affine reflection

σα,k(v) := σα(v) +
2k

〈α, α〉
α = σα(v) + kα∨

and the affine Weyl group Wa to be Wa := 〈σα,k | (α, k) ∈ Φa〉. A quick calculation

verifies that affine reflections have order 2. Lastly, for each (α, k) ∈ Φa define the

affine half-space [α, k] to be [α, k] := {v ∈ E | 〈v, α〉 ≥ −k}. (We will take for granted

that Wa is really an affine Coxeter group; see [B3, Section 6.2.1; W, Chapter 2].)

By Proposition 14.4 of [W], there exists a surjective homomorphism π : N � Wa

such that π(m(u)) = σα,k for u ∈ Uα and k = −φα(u). Set Ta := kerπ and Ba := TaU .

We will see in Lemma 2.3.1 that Ta normalizes each Uα,k so Ba is really a subgroup.

Lastly, we recall the identification of S with a set of certain choices of m(uα), where

uα ∈ U∗α and α ∈ Π. Let α̃ be the unique highest root in Φ and choose u−α̃ ∈ U∗−α̃.

Define s̃ := m(u−α̃) and Sa := S ∪ {s̃}. We can in fact choose the uα to satisfy

φα(uα) = kα for all α ∈ Π ∪ {−α̃} by (VRGD0).

We claim that (G,Ba, N, Sa) is a Tits system. To see this we need a series of

lemmas.

Lemma 2.3.1. Let (α, k) ∈ Φa. Let g ∈ N . Then π(g)[α, k] = [β, `] for some β, `,

and g−1Uα,kg = Uβ,`.

This is Proposition 14.19 in [W]. Since the proof is constructive we present it here,

though it uses Theorem 3.41 of [W], a refinement of (VRGD3), which we will simply

assume.
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Proof. We may assume g = m(u) for some u ∈ U∗γ . Let j = φγ(u). Then

π(g)([α, k]) = σγ,−j([α, k]) = σγ,−j({v ∈ V |〈v, α〉 ≥ −k})

= {v|〈σγ,−j(v), α〉 ≥ −k} = {v|〈(σγ(v)− jγ∨), α〉 ≥ −k}

= {v|〈σγ(v), α〉 ≥ −(k − j〈α, γ∨〉)} = {v|〈v, σγ(α)〉 ≥ −`}

where ` = k − j〈α, γ∨〉.

So π(g)([α, k]) = [β, `] for β = σγ(α) and ` = k− j〈α, γ∨〉. Now, by Theorem 3.41

of [W], for z ∈ Uσγ(α), φα(gzg−1) = φσγ(α)(z) + j〈α, γ∨〉. Thus, g−1Uα,kg = {z ∈

Uσγ(α)|φα(gzg−1) ≥ k} = {z ∈ Uσγ(α)|φσγ(α)(z) ≥ `} = Uβ,`.

As an immediate consequence, we see that Ta normalizes each Uα,k, so Ba is really

a subgroup of G. Another result we will need is the following lemma, which we will

not prove here. See [W, Proposition 14.33(iii)].

Lemma 2.3.2. For each α ∈ Φ, Uα ∩Ba = Uα,kα.

Before we verify the BN axioms we need to check that the preliminary conditions

are satisfied. We will take for granted that Sa generates Wa; see Chapter 2 and

Proposition 14.36 of [W]. Specifically we can identify s ∈ S with σαs and s̃ with

σ−α̃,1.

Lemma 2.3.3. G = 〈Ba, N〉 and Ta = Ba ∩N .

Proof. To show G = 〈Ba, N〉 it suffices to show that Uα ≤ 〈Ba, N〉 for each α ∈ Φ. Let

α ∈ Φ, u ∈ U∗α. Let k = φα(u). If k ≥ kα then u ∈ Uα,kα ≤ U ≤ Ba. Suppose k < kα,

so −k ≥ −kα+ 1, which equals k−α since 1 = kα+k−α. Then m(u)−1um(u) ∈ U−α,−k
by Lemma 2.3.1, and so m(u)−1um(u) ∈ U−α,k−α ≤ Ba.

Now we claim Ta = Ba ∩ N . The argument in [W] uses the structure of the

spherical Coxeter complex Σ(W,S). We will give a more direct proof here, inspired

by the proof of Lemma 2.2.2. This proof only works if the rank is at least 2, so for

the proof of the rank 1 case we just reference [W] again. VRGD systems of rank 1 are
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of course interesting, and were the focus of [AB1] and [AB2], but since the present

lemma has such a nice proof when the rank is at least 2 we present it now. We have

one inclusion by construction, so it suffices to show N ∩ U ⊆ Ta.

Let x ∈ N ∩ U . Recall that N = 〈{m(u) | u ∈ U∗α, α ∈ Π}〉. Say x =

m(ur) · · ·m(u1) for ui ∈ U∗αi , αi ∈ Π; by [W, Equation 3.9] m(u−1) = m(u)−1 so this

is really an arbitrary element. Set wa = π(x) = σαr,kr · · ·σα1,k1 , where ki = −φαi(ui).

Also let w = σαr · · ·σα1 ∈ W . For α ∈ Φ, by Lemma 2.3.1 we have Uwα,` = x−1Uα,kαx

where

` = kα +

(
r∑
i=1

ki
〈
σαi−1

· · ·σα1α, α
∨
i

〉)
.

Since x ∈ U , also Uwα,` ≤ U . Thus by Lemma 2.3.2 and (VRGD0) we have ` ≥ kwα,

so

kwα ≤ kα +
r∑
i=1

ki
〈
σαi−1

· · ·σα1α, α
∨
i

〉
= kα +

〈
α,

r∑
i=1

kiσα1 · · ·σαi−1
α∨i

〉
=: kα + 〈α, v〉

for all α ∈ Φ. Note that v does not depend on α so this definition is fine.

The only way 〈α, v〉 can be negative is if α ∈ Φ− and wα ∈ Φ+. Suppose v 6= 0.

Then precisely half the roots must have negative inner product with v, and so every

negative root α satisfies α ∈ Φ− and wα ∈ Φ+. Let α ∈ Φ+. Then kα = kw(−α) = 0,

and k−α = kwα = 1. We conclude that 1 ≤ 〈α, v〉 and −1 ≤ 〈−α, v〉 so in fact

1 = 〈α, v〉 for all α ∈ Φ+. Since we are assuming Φ has rank greater than 1 this is a

contradiction, since 〈α+ β, v〉 = 〈α, v〉+ 〈β, v〉. Thus in fact v = 0 and kwα ≤ kα for

all α ∈ Φ, so w acts trivially.

Since wα = α and v = 0, we conclude that wa[α, k] = [α, k] for all [α, k], and so

wa = 1 and x ∈ Ta.
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Theorem 2.3.4. Let (G, (Uα)α∈Φ, (φα)α∈Φ) be a VRGD system of type (W,S). Then,

using the notation as before, (G,Ba, N, Sa) is a Tits system of type (Wa, Sa).

Proof. All the setup of Definition 2.1.1 holds and we just need to show that (BN1)

and (BN2) are satisfied. As in the RGD case, the verification of (BN1) is very long

and would require a huge digression into the interaction between the root groups, the

valuations, and the spherical building associated to the underlying RGD system. As

such we will simply reference the proof of Theorem 14.38 in [W].

It is, however, a simple exercise to verify (BN2). We present here a different

proof than that in [W]. We will show s−1Bas 6≤ Ba. Since s2 ∈ Ta ≤ Ba it’s fine

to reverse the order of conjugation this way. Let s ∈ Sa. Say s = m(u), where

u ∈ U∗α for the appropriate α ∈ Π ∪ {−α̃}. As before, φα(u) = kα. By Lemma 2.3.1,

π(s)[α, kα] = [β, `], where β = sα = −α and ` = kα − φα(u)〈α, α∨〉 = −kα, i.e.,

π(s)[α, kα] = [−α,−kα]. Thus, s−1Uα,kαs = U−α,−kα . We conclude that for any

s ∈ Sa, s−1Bas 6≤ Ba, by Lemma 2.3.2.

In these two sections we have seen that groups admitting RGD systems and VRGD

systems have BN -pairs of spherical and affine type, respectively. Thus, if a group

admits an RGD system it acts strongly transitively on some spherical building, and if

a group admits a VRGD system it acts strongly transitively on some affine building,

with respect to some apartment system. In the next section we collect some easy but

crucial lemmas that can test whether a subgroup enjoys these transitivity properties.

2.4 Transitivity properties and subgroups

We first establish an easy lemma regarding group actions in general.

Lemma 2.4.1. Let G be a group acting transitively on a set X, and let H ≤ G. For

x ∈ X let Gx = StabG(x). Then the action of H on X is transitive, if and only if

HGx = G for all x ∈ X, if and only if HGx = G for some x ∈ X.
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Proof. Suppose H acts transitively on X. Let g ∈ G, x ∈ X. Choose h ∈ H such

that hx = gx. Then h−1g ∈ Gx. Now suppose HGx = G for some x ∈ X. Let

y ∈ X and g ∈ G with gx = y. Choose h ∈ H such that h−1g ∈ Gx. Then

hx = h(h−1g)x = gx = y, so H acts transitively on X.

Note that the condition HGx = G is equivalent to the condition that the map

H → G/Gx given by h 7→ hGx is surjective.

We now consider a group G acting either Weyl transitively or strongly transitively

on a building ∆ and determine criteria by which the action of a subgroup H ≤ G is

also Weyl transitive or weakly transitive.

First suppose G acts Weyl transitively on ∆ = (C, δ). Fix a fundamental chamber

C ∈ C and set B = StabG(C). Set X := {D ∈ C | δ(C,D) = w}, so B acts

transitively on X.

Lemma 2.4.2. If G is a topological group and H is dense in G, and if B is an open

subgroup of G, then the action of H on ∆ is also Weyl transitive.

Proof. First, since B is open and H is dense, H intersects all cosets of B. Thus

HB = G, and by Lemma 2.4.1 H acts chamber transitively on ∆. Now fix some

D0 in X, and choose g ∈ G such that D0 = gC. Then since H ∩ B is dense in B

and all cosets in B/(B ∩ gBg−1) are open in B, we know that each coset intersects

H ∩ B, and so (H ∩ B)(B ∩ gBg−1) = B. But B ∩ gBg−1 is just StabB(D0), and so

by Lemma 2.4.1 again, H ∩B acts transitively on X. Since C and w were arbitrary,

this implies that H acts Weyl transitively on ∆.

Now suppose G acts strongly transitively on ∆ with respect to A, in particular

G acts weakly transitively. Fix an apartment Σ0, such that N = StabG(Σ0) acts

transitively on X = C(Σ0). Let T = StabN(C).

Lemma 2.4.3. The action of H on ∆ is weakly transitive if and only if there exists

g ∈ G such that (gHg−1 ∩N)T = N .
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Proof. Suppose H acts weakly transitively, so there exists Σ ∈ A such that StabH(Σ)

acts transitively on C(Σ). Choose g ∈ G such that gΣ = Σ0, so StabgHg−1(Σ0) =

gHg−1 ∩ N acts transitively on C(Σ0). By Lemma 2.4.1 then, (gHg−1 ∩ N)T = N .

Conversely, if (gHg−1∩N)T = N then gHg−1∩N acts transitively on C(Σ0), and thus

so does StabgHg−1(Σ0). But this means StabH(g−1Σ0) acts transitively on C(g−1Σ0),

and so H acts weakly transitively.

Remark 2.4.4. Note that the hypothesis that G acts strongly transitively on ∆ with

respect to the complete apartment system A is vital, since we can’t control Σ. As

Proposition 3.3.8 will later indicate, showing that a given G acts transitively on A

can be a rather involved process, even if the explicit structure of G is known. In the

next chapter we describe one such explicit structure that a group admitting an RGD

or VRGD system can have.
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Chapter 3

Chevalley groups

Chevalley groups are certain groups whose structure is informed by three factors: a

root system, a choice of representation of a certain Lie algebra, and a field. Through-

out this chapter we follow [S3], though we will use notation from [AB2, Section 7.9.2].

Also see [C1] for a detailed account of adjoint Chevalley groups.

3.1 Definitions

Many details will be skipped in this section, as the constructions are well known.

The construction of Chevalley groups is given in [C1, S3], and the relevant details

from semisimple Lie algebra theory can be found in [C2, B3]. Let g be a (finite

dimensional) complex semisimple Lie algebra and h a Cartan subalgebra of g. Let Φ

be the corresponding root system. A root here is a weight of the adjoint map ad, i.e.,

a linear functional α : h→ C such that gα := {y ∈ g | adx(y) = α(x)y for all x ∈ h}

is nonzero. Since h is abelian and self-normalizing we can think of h as g0, and we

get a root space decomposition

g = h⊕
⊕
α∈Φ

gα.

We know that Φ spans h∗ as a C-vector space. Let E ⊆ h∗ be the R-span of

Φ. We can define a symmetric, non-degenerate bilinear form 〈, 〉 on E thanks to

the non-degeneracy of the Killing form; see [C2] for details and definitions. As in
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Section 1.4 we also set α∨ := 2α/〈α, α〉 for a root α ∈ Φ, so that 2〈α, β〉/〈β, β〉 =

〈α, β∨〉. Quotients of this sort will appear very often, and this notation will prove

very convenient.

It is a fact that Φ is a root system in the sense of 1.4. We will not prove this

here, but will reference the standard texts [B3, C2, S3]. Because of this, we have a

Weyl group W = W (Φ) with canonical generating set S, a choice of positive roots

Φ+, and simple roots Π = {α1, . . . , α`}. The structure of the root system informs

the structure of g to a large degree. In particular there is a nice canonical basis of

g called the Chevalley basis that is indexed by Φ and Π. The basis consists of an

element xα ∈ gα for each root α and an element hi ∈ h for each 1 ≤ i ≤ `. These

|Φ|+ ` elements interact nicely and allow for a well-understood set of relations for g

[C2,S3].

From the Lie algebra we next move to the universal enveloping algebra (UEA) of

g, denoted U = U(g). This is a certain associative algebra with 1 containing g as a

subspace, see [C2, Section 9.1] for details. Given the basis of g described above, a

basis of U is given by the elements

∏̀
i=1

heii
∏
α∈Φ

xfαα ,

where the ei and fα are nonnegative integers. Morally, moving from g to U is a step

closer to group theory as we now have the associative property.

One last preliminary step before constructing a Chevalley group is to construct

the Kostant Z-form UZ. This is a certain Z-algebra contained in U , defined to be the

Z-subalgebra of U generated by all xnα/n!, where α ∈ Φ and n ∈ N. Note that since

we started with a Lie algebra g specifically over C, xnα/n! is a true element of U . This

is an important step since we want to construct a Chevalley group over an arbitrary

field, and now that we are in the realm of Z-algebras we can use tensor products.

Let K be an arbitrary field, and let V be an arbitrary (finite dimensional) faithful

representation of g. According to [C2, Proposition 9.3], V is also a representation
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of U . By Corollary 1 of Theorem 2 in [S3], there exists a lattice M of V that is

invariant under the action of UZ. In particular for each α ∈ Φ, n ∈ N, we have that
xnα
n!

stabilizes M . For indeterminant y, we thus have that yn
xnα
n!

stabilizes M ⊗ Z[y],

where this and all tensor products in this section are over Z. Also, since any xnα acts

as zero on M for large enough n (see [S3, Lemma 11]), we can refer to the infinite

sum

exp(yxα) :=
∞∑
n=0

ynxnα
n!

and this sum acts on M ⊗Z[y]. Extend this to an action on M ⊗Z[y]⊗K, and lastly

filter the action through the homomorphism y 7→ λ for some fixed λ ∈ K. We thus

get a well-defined construction xα(λ) := exp(λxα) acting on M ⊗K =: V K .

Definition 3.1.1. The Chevalley group g(K) = g(Φ,Λ, K) is defined to be the sub-

group of Aut(V K) generated by the xα(λ), where α ∈ Φ, λ ∈ K. Here, Λ is the

weight lattice of the representation V , and encodes the fact that a different choice of

V may yield a different Chevalley group.

Remark 3.1.2. In fact the possibilities for Λ are tightly controlled. If V is the

adjoint representation, Λ is the root lattice Λr, generated by Φ. If V is the universal

representation, i.e., the direct sum of irreducible representations with the fundamental

weights as highest weights, then Λ is the full weight lattice Λw, generated by all weights

of all representations; see [C2, Sections 10.1-10.3] for details and definitions. For any

V with lattice Λ, it turns out that Λr ≤ Λ ≤ Λw [S3, Lemma 27(c)], i.e., the adjoint

and universal representations provide lower and upper bounds on the possible choices.

For each root α ∈ Φ define the root group Uα := 〈xα(λ) | λ ∈ K〉. Note that the

usual properties of the exp map hold, and xα(λ)xα(µ) = xα(λ + µ), so Uα ∼= (K,+).

(This shows that g(K) is actually a subgroup of Aut(V K); a priori it wasn’t clear

that the xα(λ) were invertible.) Also define

mα(λ) := xα(λ)x−α(−λ−1)xα(λ) and hα(λ) := mα(λ)mα(1)−1.
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Note that by construction, mα(λ)−1 = mα(−λ). We reference here two crucial facts

regarding the action of hα(λ) and xα(λ) on V K , the proofs of which can be found in

[S3, Lemma 19] and [S3, Lemma 11] respectively.

Lemma 3.1.3. Let γ be a weight of V K, α ∈ Φ, and λ ∈ K. Then hα(λ) acts on the

weight space V K
γ via multiplication by λ〈γ,α

∨〉.

Note that 〈γ, α∨〉 really is an integer; see the corollary to Theorem 3 in [S3].

Lemma 3.1.4. Let γ be a weight of V K, α ∈ Φ. Then

xαV
K
γ ⊆ V K

γ+α,

where V K
γ+α = 0 if γ + α is not a weight.

As an immediate corollary to these lemmas, we get the following

Corollary 3.1.5. Let G = g(K) be a Chevalley group arising from V K, so G ≤

GL(V K), and let Φ be the root system. Then there exists an ordering of a basis of

V K with respect to which the following hold:

1. For α ∈ Φ+, λ ∈ K, xα(λ) is upper triangular with 1’s on the diagonal.

2. For α ∈ Φ−, λ ∈ K, xα(λ) is lower triangular with 1’s on the diagonal.

3. For α ∈ Φ, λ ∈ K, hα(λ) is diagonal.

Proof. Define a partial ordering > on the weights of V K given by: γ > δ iff γ = δ+α

for some α ∈ Φ+. Choose a basis of each weight space V K
γ , and take the union of

these bases over all weight spaces to obtain a basis B of V K . Define a partial ordering

on B where if v ∈ B ∩ V K
γ and w ∈ B ∩ V K

δ with γ > δ then v < w. Extend this to a

total ordering of B. Then by the previous lemmas and the construction

xα(λ) = 1 + λxα + λ2x
2
α

2!
+ λ3x

3
α

3!
+ · · ·

the results follow.
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If we let d = |B|, we get G ≤ GLd(K). In fact, G ≤ SLd(K) since the xα(λ)

generate G and have determinant 1. What’s more, in the construction of B we may

as well choose B to be a Z-basis of the lattice M . Since M is invariant under the

action of U(Z), this ensures that the entries of any xnα/n! are integers.

Corollary 3.1.6. Thinking of G ≤ SLd(K), the nondiagonal entries of xα(λ) are all

elements of Z[λ], the subring of K generated by λ, and are in particular divisible by

λ.

Proof. Since xα(λ) =
∞∑
n=0

λnxnα
n!

and the entries of each xnα/n! are integers, this follows

immediately.

Set N := 〈mα(λ) | α ∈ Φ, λ ∈ K∗〉 and T := 〈hα(λ) | α ∈ Φ, λ ∈ K∗〉. By

Lemma 3.1.3, T is abelian. Let W be the Weyl group of Φ. Clearly T ≤ N . We

claim that N/T ∼= W . To see this we must first establish the Chevalley relations, a

collection of relations in G that we will use here and in future sections. Note that

these are not necessarily defining relations, but they are the only ones we will need.

We list the Chevalley relations here. Some we have already proved, and we will

take the others for granted. See [S3, page 30] or [C1, Chapter 12]. Here, α, β ∈ Φ

and λ, µ ∈ K, specifically λ, µ ∈ K∗ when necessary.

(CR1): xα(λ)xα(µ) = xα(λ+ µ).

(CR2): If α 6= ±β, [xα(λ), xβ(µ)] =
∏

γ∈(α,β)

xγ(cγλ
pγµqγ ) for some integers cγ inde-

pendent of λ, µ. Here, pγ and qγ are as in Section 1.4.

(CR3): mα(λ)hβ(µ)mα(λ)−1 = hsαβ(µ).

(CR4): mα(1)xβ(λ)mα(1)−1 = xsα(β)(±λ) where the ± only depends on α and β.

(CR5): hα(λ)xβ(µ)hα(λ)−1 = xβ(λ〈β,α
∨〉µ).

Since hα(λ) = mα(λ)mα(1)−1, combining (CR4) and (CR5) we get:

(CR6): mα(λ)xβ(µ)mα(λ)−1 = xsα(β)(±λ〈sα(β),α∨〉µ).

An immediate consequence of (CR3) is that T /N . This is part (a) of Lemma 22

in [S3], and the next lemma covers parts (b) and (c):
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Lemma 3.1.7. There is an isomorphism φ : W → N/T .

Proof. Construct a homomorphism φ : W → N/T via φ(sα) = Tmα(1) (we use right

cosets here for convenience). We must check that the relations in W are satisfied

in N/T , so that φ will be well-defined. Note that Tmα(1) = Thα(−1)mα(1) =

Tmα(−1) = Tmα(1)−1, so for any α we have s2
α 7→ Tmα(1)mα(1)−1 = T .

Also, sαsβs
−1
α s−1

sα(β) 7→ Tmα(1)mβ(1)mα(1)−1msα(β)(1)−1. But this is just T since

mα(1)mβ(1)mα(1)−1 = msα(β)(c) by (CR4), where c = ±1. If c = −1 we must

also again use the fact that Tmα(−1) = Tmα(1). These relations define W , so φ is

well-defined, and is clearly surjective.

Now suppose w = sα1 · · · sαk 7→ T , so mα1(1) · · ·mαk(1) =: t ∈ T . Let α ∈ Φ.

By (CR5) txα(1)t−1 = xα(λ) for some λ ∈ K∗ depending on α and the αi. But by

(CR4) txα(1)t−1 = xwα(±1), so in fact xα(λ) = xwα(±1) for all α. Now, if w 6= 1,

there exists α ∈ Φ+ such that wα ∈ Φ−. By Lemma 3.1.5 however, this implies that

xα(λ) = xwα(±1) is impossible. Thus, w = 1, and φ is an isomorphism.

In the following then, we will often identify W , the Weyl group of Φ, with N/T .

Note that in constructing g(K), the fact that K is a field is incidental. In fact K can

be any commutative ring with 1. What’s more, g(·) is functorial, i.e., if A and B are

commutative rings with a ring homomorphism φ : A → B, we get an induced group

homomorphism φ̃ : g(A)→ g(B), simply via xα(λ) 7→ xα(φ(λ)). This is fine since the

construction of g(K) does not depend on any properties of K other than its being a

commutative ring with 1 [S3, Section 6].

We close this section with an observation that will be important in Section 4.2.

Proposition 3.1.8. Let A be a commutative topological ring with 1, and let B be a

subring of A. If B is dense in A then g(B) is dense in g(A).

Proof. Thinking of g(B) and g(A) as subgroups of SLd(A), they are topological groups

with topology induced by that of A. Thus it suffices to show that a generating set of
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g(A) is contained in the closure of g(B). But clearly each xα(λ) for λ ∈ A is indeed

in the closure of g(B), and so g(B) is dense in g(A).

3.2 Local and global fields

We are specifically interested in Chevalley groups over local and global fields. Such

fields will also be important in Chapter 5. Good references for these topics include

[L2, Chapters 23-25] and [O, Part 1].

Definition 3.2.1. A field K is called local if it is of one of the following two types:

1. K is archimedean: K is either R or C.

2. K is non-archimedean: K is complete with respect to a discrete valuation and

the residue field k is finite.

Recall that a discrete valuation is a group homomorphism ν : K× → Z such that

ν(x + y) ≥ min{ν(x), ν(y)}, with the ad hoc declaration that ν(0) = ∞ so that ν

is defined on K. For our purposes we assume ν is surjective. Set R = {x ∈ K |

ν(x) ≥ 0}; this is clearly a subring of K, called the valuation ring. Note that ν(1) =

ν(1) + ν(1) so ν(1) = 0. Thus, the units in R are precisely R× = {x ∈ K | ν(x) = 0}.

Also, given π ∈ R with ν(π) = 1, it is clear that πR is a maximal ideal in R. Thus

k = R/πR is a field, called the residue field, which for our purposes is assumed to be

finite.

Let p = char k. There is a natural absolute value on K given by |x| = p−ν(x). This

is clearly positive definite and multiplicative, and also satisfies the strong triangle

inequality |x + y| ≤ max{|x|, |y|}. We can recover all the data from the previous

paragraph just using | · |, namely R = {x ∈ K | |x| ≤ 1}, R× = {x ∈ K | |x| = 1}, π

has absolute value p−1, and k = R/πR. Note that in the archimedean case when K

is R or C we also have a natural absolute value, though it only satisfies the standard,

weaker triangle inequality. Either way, every local field has a topology induced by the
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absolute value. Also, since ν(1) = 0 we have 2ν(−1) = 0, and so ν(−1) = 0. Thus,

ν(x − y) = ν(y − x) and the distance function d(x, y) = |x − y| is symmetric. All

the other axioms for a metric are immediate and so the topology on K is a metric

topology. It thus makes sense to refer to K being complete with respect to ν.

One standard example of a non-archimedean valuation is the map νp : Q � Z for

prime p given by νp(p
em/n) = e, where m and n are integers not divisible by p. The

completion of Q with respect to νp is the well-studied local field of p-adic numbers,

Qp, with valuation ring Zp and residue field Fp; see [L2, Section 23.F6]. The other

standard example of a local field is K = k((t)), the field of formal Laurent series

over a finite field k. Here, ν(amt
m + · · · + ait

i + · · · ) = m, again with the ad hoc

declaration that ν(0) = ∞; see [L2, Section 24.F2]. It is clear that in this case k is

also the residue field.

It will be important in Section 5.2 that a finite extension of a local field is local,

with a natural relationship between the absolute values. The proof of the following

fact is standard, see for instance [L2, Theorem 23.4].

Proposition 3.2.2. Let K be a local field complete with respect to the absolute value

| · |. Let L|K be a finite extension of degree n. Then | · | extends uniquely to an

absolute value on L, with respect to which L is complete, and for x ∈ L we have

|x| = |NL|K(x)|1/n. Also, if | · | is (non-)archimedean on K then it is the same on L.

Now let K be a non-archimedean local field with residue field k, and L a finite

extension K. By the proposition L is also a non-archimedean local field, say with

residue field `. Since the absolute values on K and L agree, it is clear that we can

think of ` as an extension of k. What’s more, we always have [` : k] ≤ [L : K]. In

case [` : k] = [L : K] we say that the extension L|K is unramified.

We can now define global fields. Essentially a global field is a field all of whose

completions are local [L2, Section 25.F2]. As a working definition, however, we can

use the following characterization:
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Definition 3.2.3. A global field is a field K of one of the following two types:

1. Any finite extension K of Q.

2. Any finite extension of the field of rational functions k(t) for finite field k.

The completions of Q are precisely R, in the archimedean case, and Qp for prime p

in the non-archimedean case. For the field Fq(t) with valuation induced by the degree

map on Fq[t], the completion is Fq((t)). These are the standard examples, and will

be used to motivate some general results in Section 4.2.

3.3 Chevalley groups and VRGD systems

We ultimately want Chevalley groups to act on buildings, and the key to this is RGD

and VRGD systems.

We first show that Chevalley groups admit a canonical RGD system. Let G =

g(K) be a Chevalley group, with root system Φ and Weyl group W . For each root

α ∈ Φ, let Uα = 〈xα(λ) | λ ∈ K〉 be the standard root group.

Proposition 3.3.1. The pair (G, (Uα)α) is an RGD system.

Proof. First recall that although we think of Φ in the “Euclidean sense” when dealing

with Chevalley groups, we can also treat it as the set of roots in the Coxeter complex

Σ(W,S); see Section 1.4.

Since each Uα is isomorphic to (K,+), (RGD0) holds trivially.

Let α, β ∈ Φ with α 6= ±β. Then (α, β) = {γ ∈ Φ | there exist pγ, qγ ∈ R+ such

that γ = pγα + qγβ}, and so (RGD1) follows from the Chevalley relation (CR2).

For each α ∈ Φ and u = xα(λ) ∈ U∗α set m(u) := m−α(−λ−1) as defined in 3.1.

Then by construction m(u) ∈ U−αuU−α, and by the Chevalley relation (CR6) we get

that m(u)Uβm(u)−1 = Usαβ for all β ∈ Φ. This proves (even the stronger version of)

(RGD2).
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To see that (RGD3) holds, we think of G as a matrix group, as in Corollary 3.1.5.

In this context U−s is non-diagonal and lower triangular, whereas U+ is upper trian-

gular. Thus (RGD3) is an immediate consequence.

Lastly, (RGD4) holds trivially, since G is even generated by the Uα.

In the proof of Proposition 3.3.1 we never needed the fact that T = 〈hα(λ) | α ∈

Φ, λ ∈ K∗〉 really equals
⋂
α∈Φ

NG(Uα), but this usually is indeed the case. We will

need this fact later, and we have been referring to both groups as T , so it would be

wise to prove this now.

Proposition 3.3.2. Let G = g(K) be a Chevalley group with root groups Uα. Then

〈hα(λ) | α ∈ Φ, λ ∈ K∗〉 =
⋂
α∈Φ

NG(Uα).

Proof. Denote
⋂
α∈Φ

NG(Uα) by T ′. By (CR5), each hα(λ) normalizes each Uα, so

T ≤ T ′. Now, the type of an RGD system only depends on Φ, so by Theorem 2.2.4

we know that N/T ′ ∼= W . But we also know by Lemma 3.1.7 that N/T ∼= W . Since

W is finite and T ≤ T ′ we conclude that T = T ′.

We now prove part (b) of the exercise on page 36 of [S3], along with a related

result, which will be important later.

Lemma 3.3.3. If |K| > 3 then N = NG(T ). If |K| > 5 then additionally T = CG(T ).

Proof. Using the Bruhat decomposition, an arbitrary element of G looks like g = unu′

for u, u′ ∈ U+ and n ∈ N . In fact by [S3, Theorem 4′] we can choose u′ such that

nu′n−1 ∈ U−. Thus g = u(nu′n−1)n ∈ U+U−n. Clearly N ≤ NG(T ), so to show that

g ∈ N it suffices to show that if u ∈ U+ and v ∈ U− with uv normalizing T , then

uv = 1.

Suppose uv normalizes T , so vTv−1 = u−1Tu. For each t ∈ T choose st ∈ T such

that vtv−1 = u−1stu, so vtv−1t−1 = u−1stut
−1. Since T normalizes U− the left-hand
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side is in U−, and the right-hand is clearly in B. By Corollary 3.1.5, U− ∩ B = {1}

and so vtv−1t−1 = 1. If we instead choose st for each t such that vstv
−1 = u−1tu then

by a parallel argument u−1tut−1 = 1. Since t was arbitrary, this tells us that u and v

centralize T . It now suffices to show that CU+(T ) = CU−(T ) = {1}.

Suppose 1 6= u ∈ CU+(T ), say u =
r∏
i=1

xαi(λi) for some αi ∈ Φ+, λi ∈ K. Since

u 6= 1 we can assume that the λi are non-zero. Now since u centralizes t, for any β ∈ Φ,

µ ∈ K∗ we have hβ(µ)uhβ(µ)−1 = u. By (CR5) we know hβ(µ)xαi(λi)hβ(µ)−1 =

xαi(λiµ
〈αi,β∨〉) for each i. Also by [S3, Lemma 17] this decomposition of u is unique,

implying that for each i, µ〈αi,β
∨〉 = 1 for all µ ∈ K∗ and for all β ∈ Φ. In particular

for any µ we have µ〈α1,α∨1 〉 = µ2 = 1. But since |K| > 3 this is impossible. We

conclude that CU+(T ) = {1}, and by a parallel argument CU−(T ) = {1}, so indeed

N = NG(T ).

Now suppose |K| > 5. To show T = CG(T ) it suffices to show CN(T ) ≤ T . Let

n ∈ CN(T ) with w = nT . For any λ ∈ K∗ and α ∈ Φ, nhα(λ)n−1 = hwα(λ) by

(CR3), so in fact hα(λ) = hwα(λ) for all α, λ. By (CR5) this implies in particular

that λ〈α,α
∨〉 = λ〈α,(wα)∨〉 for all α, λ. Since w preserves the inner product, and since

〈α, α∨〉 = 2, this tells us that λ2 = λ〈w
−1α,α∨〉 for all α, λ.

Now, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that Φ is reduced, it is easy

to see that |〈w−1α, α∨〉| ≤ 2 for all α, with 〈w−1α, α∨〉 = 2 if and only if w−1α = α.

Since |K| > 5, for any of r = −2,−1, 0, 1 we can find λ ∈ K∗ such that λ2 6= λr.

We conclude that 〈w−1α, α∨〉 = 2 for all α, so w−1α = α for all α. Thus w = 1 and

n ∈ T .

We remark that we really need |K| > 5 to achieve the latter result. For example

in PSL2(F5) the subgroup N is abelian, so CN(T ) = N .

Now thanks to Theorem 2.2.4 and Theorem 2.1.8, we get that every Chevalley

group acts strongly transitively on a canonical thick spherical building. Chevalley

groups can also act canonically on affine buildings. The situation we consider is
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the Chevalley group g(K) in the case when K is a field with discrete valuation, for

example a local field.

Let G = g(K) where K is a field with discrete valuation ν : K � Z. For each root

α ∈ Φ, let Uα = 〈xα(λ) | λ ∈ K〉 be the standard root group, and let φα : Uα → Z be

φα(xα(λ)) := ν(λ) for λ ∈ K (with ν(0) understood to be ∞).

Proposition 3.3.4. The triple (G, (Uα)α, (φα)α) is a VRGD system.

Proof. First, (G, (Uα)α) is an RGD system by the preceding paragraphs, with

m(xα(λ)) := m−α(−λ−1) = x−α(−λ−1)xα(λ)x−α(−λ−1).

Since G is generated by the root groups, we are in a position to check the VRGD

axioms. By our assumption that ν is surjective, (VRGD0) immediately holds.

For α ∈ Φ and k ∈ Z, define Uα,k := 〈u ∈ Uα|φα(u) ≥ k〉. To show (VRGD1)

holds we need to check that this is a subgroup of Uα. Let xα(λ) and xα(µ) be arbitrary

elements of Uα,k, so ν(λ) ≥ k and ν(µ) ≥ k. Then

φα(xα(λ)xα(µ)−1) = φα(xα(λ− µ)) = ν(λ− µ)

≥ max(ν(λ), ν(−µ)) = max(ν(λ), ν(µ)) = k

and so indeed Uα,k ≤ Uα. (To reiterate, φα(1) is considered to be ∞, so 1 ∈ Uα,k.)

We now verify (VRGD2). For each γ ∈ (α, β) let pγ, qγ be such that γ = pγα+qγβ.

The Chevalley relation (CR2) tells us that

[xα(λ), xβ(µ)] =
∏

γ∈(α,β)

xγ(cγλ
pγµqγ )

for some cγ ∈ Z. Now suppose ν(λ) ≥ k and ν(µ) ≥ `. Then

ν(cγλ
pγµqγ ) = ν(cγ) + pγν(λ) + qγν(µ) ≥ pγk + qγ`

since integers have positive valuation. So (VRGD2) holds.
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Next we check (VRGD3). Let u = xα(λ) and x = xβ(µ). We claim that the

integer given by φsα(β)(m(u)−1xm(u)) − φβ(x) is independent of µ. We know that

this quantity equals

φsα(β)(m−α(−λ−1)−1xβ(µ)m−α(−λ−1))− ν(µ)

= φsα(β)(xsα(β)(±λ−〈sα(β),−α∨〉µ))− ν(µ)

by Chevalley relation (CR6), since s−α = sα. This equals

ν(±λ〈sα(β),α∨〉µ)− ν(µ) = ν(±λ〈sα(β),α∨〉)

since ν(ab) = ν(a) + ν(b). This quantity is indeed independent of µ and so (VRGD3)

follows.

Note that when α = β we have sα(β) = sα(α) = −α. Thus

ν(±λ〈sα(β),α∨〉) = ν(±λ−〈α,α∨〉) = ν(±λ−2) = −2ν(λ) = −2φα(u)

and (VRGD4) holds.

By Theorem 2.3.4, we get an affine BN -pair (Ba, N) for G. If we consider G as a

subgroup of SLd(K), there is a lot we can say about the structure of the BN -data.

Let R be the discrete valuation ring of K, with maximal ideal πR. Using the notation

of Section 2.3, it is clear that since Ta normalizes each Uα,k it also normalizes each Uα.

By Proposition 3.3.2 we conclude that Ta ≤ T , and so by Lemma 3.1.3, Ta ≤ Td(K),

the subgroup of diagonal matrices.

By Corollaries 3.1.5 and 3.1.6, if λ ∈ R and α ∈ Φ+ then xα(λ) is an upper

triangular matrix with 1’s on the diagonal and elements of R in the non-diagonal

entries. Similarly if λ ∈ πR and α ∈ Φ− then xα(λ) is a lower triangular matrix with

1’s on the diagonal and elements of πR in the non-diagonal entries.

Set

B̃ := SLd


R R · · · R

πR R · · · R

πR πR · · · R

 .
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By the above remarks, U ≤ B̃. If we can show that Ta ≤ B̃ then we will know

Ba ≤ B̃. We will show in the next lemma that Ta ≤ Td(R), so Ta ≤ B̃. We also

show that a very strong sort of reverse inclusion holds, namely G ∩ Td(R) ≤ Ta. We

will only need the weaker result T ∩ Td(R) ≤ Ta, but we prove the stronger result for

completeness.

Lemma 3.3.5. Ta = T ∩ Td(R) = G ∩ Td(R).

Proof. First we show Ta ≤ Td(R). Let t = hα1(λ1) · · ·hαr(λr) ∈ Ta for distinct αi,

and set ki = ν(λi) for each i. By the construction of π : N � Wa in Section 2.3, and

since hα(λ) = mα(λ)mα(1)−1, we see that for any v ∈ E,

v = π(t)(v) = σα1,k1σ
−1
α1
· · ·σαr,krσ−1

αr v = v + k1α
∨
1 + · · ·+ krα

∨
r .

Thus k1α
∨
1 + · · ·+ krα

∨
r = 0.

By [S3, Lemma 28(b)], T is in fact generated by the hα(λ) for simple α. Thus,

without loss of generality, each αi is a simple root. By Lemma 1.4.6 the simple roots

are linearly independent, so for each i we have 2ki/〈αi, αi〉 = 0, i.e., each ki is zero.

Thus each λi is a unit in R, and so t is diagonal with entries in R.

Now let t ∈ T ∩ Td(R), say t = hβ1(µ1) · · ·hβm(µm) for (distinct) simple roots βi.

We know t acts on V K
γ via multiplication by µ

〈γ,β∨1 〉
1 · · ·µ〈γ,β

∨
m〉

m , which by hypothesis

is in R. Since t is nonsingular, in fact µ
〈γ,β∨1 〉
1 · · ·µ〈γ,β

∨
m〉

m ∈ R×, i.e., has valuation 0.

Thus,

0 = 〈γ, β∨1 〉ν(µ1) + · · ·+ 〈γ, β∨m〉ν(µm) = 〈γ, ν(µ1)β∨1 + · · ·+ ν(µm)β∨m〉

for all γ, implying that ν(µ1)β∨1 + · · · + ν(µm)β∨m = 0. As before, simple roots are

linearly independent and so all the µi have valuation 0. We conclude that t ∈ kerπ =

Ta.

This shows that Ta = T ∩ Td(R) ≤ G ∩ Td(R). Also, since Td(R) is abelian and

T = CG(T ) by Lemma 3.3.3, we see that indeed Ta = G ∩ Td(R).
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As indicated, this also shows that Ba ≤ B̃. The next lemma establishes exactly

how strict this inequality is.

Lemma 3.3.6. Ba = B̃ ∩G.

Proof. First let n ∈ B̃ ∩ N , with w = nT . By [S3, Lemma 19(b)], nV K
γ = V K

wγ for

all γ. Thus n is “block monomial,” and so has determinant equal to plus or minus

the product of the determinants of each block. If w 6= 1 then since n ∈ B̃ there

exists a block strictly below the diagonal all of whose entries are in πR, and thus

whose determinant is in πR. Since detn = 1 this implies that another block must

have determinant in π−1R, which is impossible. So in fact n ∈ T . In particular n is

diagonal in B̃, and so is in Td(R). By Lemma 3.3.5 then, n ∈ Ta. We conclude that

B̃ ∩N ≤ Ta.

Now let g ∈ B̃ ∩G. By the affine Bruhat decomposition

G =
∐
w∈Wa

BawBa,

there exist b, b′ ∈ Ba, n ∈ N such that g = bnb′. Since Ba ≤ B̃, in fact n ∈ B̃ ∩N ≤

Ta ≤ Ba, and so g ∈ Ba.

Corollary 3.3.7. Ba is open in G.

Proof. It is clear that B̃ is open in SLd(K), and so by Lemma 3.3.6 we conclude Ba

is open in G.

As we have seen, a Chevalley group G over a field with discrete valuation acts

canonically on an affine building ∆, and the action is strongly transitive with respect

to some apartment systemA. Corollary 3.3.7, coupled with Lemma 2.4.2, thus ensures

that any dense subgroup of G will act Weyl transitively on ∆.

Now, unlike the spherical case, A may not be complete. Since we will soon be

looking for subgroups of G that act Weyl transitively but not weakly transitively, we
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want to use Lemma 2.4.3, and so need to establish whether G really acts transitively

on the complete apartment system A.

As the terminology indicates, this will have something to do with whether the

field K is complete.

Proposition 3.3.8. Let G = g(Φ, K) be a Chevalley group over a field K with

discrete valuation ν. Let R be the discrete valuation ring in K, with maximal ideal

πR. Let ∆ be the affine building on which G acts canonically. If K is complete with

respect to ν then G acts transitively on A.

The proof here is informed by the G = SLd(K) case, proved in [AB2, Propo-

sition 11.105(3)]. A more general result is proved in [W, Theorem 17.9], for any

VRGD system. In the present situation we can achieve the result using only the ex-

plicit structure of Chevalley groups, with a small extra assumption, namely that the

weight spaces V K
γ are one-dimensional. This will hold for instance if V is the adjoint

representation [C2, Proposition 7.22]. In the general situation we simply cite [W] for

the proof.

Proof of Proposition 3.3.8. Let ki := R/πiR for each i ≥ 1 and define maps qi :

g(R) � g(ki), induced by R � ki. Let T (ki) be the usual subgroup of g(ki), generated

by the elements hα(λ) for λ ∈ (ki)
×. Since R× surjects onto (ki)

× we know that

qi(Ta) = T (ki).

Let Σ0 be the fundamental apartment of ∆ and let Σ be any apartment. We want

to show that some element of G maps Σ0 to Σ. Since G acts transitively on C(∆)

we can assume Σ0 ∩ Σ contains the fundamental chamber C. Let φ : Σ0 → Σ be the

canonical (type-preserving) isomorphism that fixes Σ0 ∩ Σ. Now choose a sequence

of bounded subsets C ⊆ F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ · · · of Σ0 such that

∞⋃
i=1

Fi = Σ0

and for every α ∈ Φ, hα(πi)C ⊆ Fi. Since Φ is finite, such Fi exist.
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Let Ba be the usual subgroup of g(K); note that Ba ≤ g(R) by Lemma 3.3.6.

Since Ba is the stabilizer of C, we see that for each i the pointwise fixer FixG(Fi) of

Fi is contained in

Hi :=
⋂
α∈Φ

hα(πi)Bahα(πi)−1 ∩Ba.

We claim that qi(Hi) ≤ T (ki) for each i. Let h ∈ Hi. Let B = {v1, . . . , vd} be

the standard basis of V K and for each j let γj be the weight such that vj lies in the

weight space V K
γj

. Suppose r and s are such that γr 6= γs. Choose a root α such that

〈γr, α∨〉 > 〈γs, α∨〉. Since hα(πi) is diagonal with (j, j) entry πi〈γj ,α
∨〉 for each j, and

since h ∈ hα(πi)B̃hα(πi)−1, we see that the (r, s) entry of h is in πi〈γr−γs,α
∨〉R ≤ πiR.

Since we can choose such an α for each r, s, we get that if h ∈ Hi then the (r, s)

entry of h is in πiR for all r, s such that V K
γr 6= V K

γs . We conclude that the subgroup

qi(Hi) in g(ki) stabilizes each weight space. But we are assuming the weight spaces

are one-dimensional, so qi(Hi) is even diagonal, i.e., qi(g) ∈ T (ki).

Now, by Lemma 1.3.4 we know GΣ0 is an apartment system. By [AB2, Theo-

rem 11.43] then, each φ(Fi) (by virtue of being bounded) is contained in some g′Σ0

for g′ ∈ G. In fact, since φ fixes C, we can choose for each i some bi ∈ Ba such that

φ(Fi) = biFi. Note that bi+1(Fi) also equals φ(Fi), and so b−1
i+1bi fixes Fi pointwise.

Thus, for each i, qi(bi+1)−1qi(bi) ∈ T (ki).

Since Ta fixes Σ0 pointwise, and qi(Ta) = T (ki), we can replace bi+1 with bi+1t

for a suitable t ∈ Ta to get qi(bi+1) = qi(bi). Thus, we can inductively construct the

sequence b1, b2, . . . to satisfy qi(bi+1) = qi(bi) for all i. Of course, by the nature of

quotient maps, qj(bi+1) = qj(bi) for all j ≤ i. The sequence (bi) is clearly Cauchy

when thought of in Md(K) with topology induced by the valuation on K. Since K is

complete, (bi) converges to some b, and clearly bΣ0 = Σ. We now claim that b ∈ G.

As seen in Section 3.4, GT̂ (K) = ĝ(K), a linear algebraic group. In particular ĝ(K)

is defined by polynomial equations and is closed. Thus at least b ∈ GT̂ (K). But

T̂ (K) is diagonal, and so fixes Σ0, and without loss of generality b ∈ G. We conclude
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that GΣ0 = A.

Since the action of G is strongly transitive with respect to some apartment system,

it is weakly transitive, and so Proposition 3.3.8 shows that the action really is strongly

transitive with respect to A.

3.4 Linear algebraic groups

There is a second definition of Chevalley group that is natural in light of the embed-

ding g(K) ≤ SLd(K). This second definition ensures that g(K) is a linear algebraic

group (LAG) for any (infinite) K, which is not true in general under the first defi-

nition. Note that we have already made use of this notion in the proof of Proposi-

tion 3.3.8, and so in particular will justify this result. We will denote a Chevalley

group in the second, linear algebraic sense by ĝ(K), and will refer to it not as a

Chevalley group, but as the group of K-rational points, to avoid ambiguity. In the

following K is an infinite field and K is a fixed algebraically closed field containing

K.

Definition 3.4.1. Let g(K) be a Chevalley group for K infinite. The group of K-

rational points ĝ(K) is defined to be ĝ(K) := g(K)∩ SLd(K), where g(K) ≤ SLd(K)

in the canonical way.

It is a fact that g(K) is a semisimple linear algebraic group [S3, Theorem 6(a)]. We

will not elaborate much here on the definitions and properties of semisimple LAGs;

the books by Borel [B2] and Humphreys [H1] provide a comprehensive overview, and

we will reference these as needed. In particular, Theorem 13.18 of Borel collects many

important results.

Clearly g(K) ≤ ĝ(K), and as we will eventually see the groups are in some sense

not too different. Let B(K) = U+(K)T (K) and N(K) (resp. B(K) = U+(K)T (K)

and N(K)) denote the usual subgroups of g(K) (resp. g(K)) and set T̂ (K) :=
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T (K) ∩ SLd(K). In case there is no ambiguity we will write T and T̂ for T (K)

and T̂ (K). Note that the Weyl group W does not depend on the field, so W =

N(K)/T (K) = N(K)/T (K).

A naive guess is that T (K) = T̂ (K), but this is in general false. Let Λ be the

weight lattice of the representation V . Let X(Λ) be the K-character group of Λ, i.e.,

the group of homomorphisms from (Λ,+) to K∗. If the field needs to be specified we

will use the notation XK(Λ). For each χ ∈ X(Λ) define h(χ) to be the automorphism

of V K given by: if v is in the weight space V K
γ then h(χ)v := χ(γ)v. Note that if

we let χα,λ be the character given by χα,λ(γ) = λ〈γ,α
∨〉 then h(χα,λ) can be identified

with hα(λ) in g(K) by Lemma 3.1.3. See [C1, Section 7.1] for more details about

h(χ).

Proposition 3.4.2. T̂ = 〈h(χ) | χ ∈ X(Λ)〉.

Proof. By the above argument, T (K) ≤ 〈h(χ) | χ ∈ XK(Λ)〉. Let χ ∈ XK(Λ).

Let Π = {α1, . . . , α`} denote the simple roots. By Lemma 1.4.6, Π is a basis of E,

and since Λr ≤ Λ by Remark 3.1.2, we can choose a set of weights {γ1, . . . , γ`} that

generate Λ. Let x1, . . . , x` be indeterminants and consider the system of equations

χ(γ1) = x
〈γ1,α∨1 〉
1 · · · x〈γ1,α

∨
` 〉

`

χ(γ2) = x
〈γ2,α∨1 〉
1 · · · x〈γ2,α

∨
` 〉

`

...

χ(γ`) = x
〈γ`,α∨1 〉
1 · · ·x〈γ`,α

∨
` 〉

` .

For each i, j set aij = 〈γi, α∨j 〉, and let A denote the matrix A = (aij)1≤i,j≤`. This is

invertible since {γ1, . . . , γ`} and {α∨1 , . . . , α∨` } are both bases of E, so we can let bij

denote the (i, j) entry of A−1. Since the aij are integers the bij are rational, and since

K is algebraically closed it makes sense to use the bij as exponents.

For each 1 ≤ j ≤ ` set λj = (χ(γ1))bj1 · · · (χ(γ`))
bj` . It is easy to verify that

(λ1, . . . , λ`) is a solution to the above system of equations. In particular for each
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1 ≤ i ≤ `, χ(γi) = χα1,λ1(γi) · · ·χα`,λ`(γi), and since the γi generate Λ we conclude

that χ = χα1,λ1 · · ·χα`,λ` . Since h(χ1)h(χ2) = h(χ1χ2) for any χ1, χ2, we get that

T (K) = 〈h(χ) | χ ∈ XK(Λ)〉.

Now we intersect with SLd(K). On the left we get T̂ . It remains to show that

〈h(χ) | χ ∈ XK(Λ)〉 ∩ SLd(K) ≤ 〈h(χ) | χ ∈ X(Λ)〉 (the reverse inclusion is clear).

Since h(χ1)h(χ2) = h(χ1χ2), if we let χ be an arbitrary character in XK(Λ) then h(χ)

is an arbitrary element of 〈h(χ) | χ ∈ XK(Λ)〉. If in addition h(χ) ∈ SLd(K), then

χ(γ) ∈ K for all weights γ and in fact χ ∈ X(Λ), proving the proposition.

In particular T ≤ T̂ . It is worth noting that if Λ = Λw, then T = T̂ . This

is a consequence of [S3, Lemma 27] and the proof of Proposition 3.4.2. Namely, in

the proof we can choose our generators γ1, . . . , γ` to be the fundamental weights, i.e.,

〈γi, α∨j 〉 = δij, the Kronecker delta function, and so we can take λi = χ(γi) for each

i. Clearly this no longer depends on K being algebraically closed, and so in this case

T (K) = 〈h(χ) | χ ∈ XK(Λ)〉 = T̂ (K).

We return to Λ being arbitrary. Our next goal is to relate ĝ(K) and g(K) explicitly.

Proposition 3.4.3. ĝ(K) = g(K)T̂ (K)

Proof. First note that g(K)T̂ (K) is a group; indeed, T̂ (K) normalizes each Uα(K)

and has entries in K, so normalizes each Uα(K). By construction ĝ(K) ≥ g(K)T̂ (K).

Let x ∈ ĝ(K). In particular x ∈ g(K). Using the Bruhat decomposition we can find

w ∈ W such that x ∈ B(K)wU+(K), and we can choose a representative n of w in

N(K). It suffices now to show that xn−1 ∈ g(K)T̂ (K). Choose u, u′ ∈ U+(K) and

t ∈ T (K) such that x = utnu′. By [S3, Theorem 4′(a)] we can choose u′ such that

nu′n−1 =: v ∈ U−(K). Then xn−1 = utv. Now, x, n ∈ SLd(K), so utv ∈ SLd(K).

By the proof of [S3, Theorem 7(b)], in fact u, t, v ∈ SLd(K). Thus by construction

t ∈ T̂ (K), and again by the proof of [S3, Theorem 7(b)] in fact u ∈ U+(K) and

v ∈ U−(K). Thus utv ∈ g(K)T̂ (K) and the result follows.
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Note that if Λ = Λw then we even have g(K) = ĝ(K). We now slightly modify

some Chevalley relations, namely (CR3) and (CR5), since we will need them in this

context later. For each weight γ define γ̂ : T̂ → K∗ via γ̂(h(χ)) := χ(γ). This is

clearly a character; if we fix a basis v1, . . . , vd with weights γi such that vi ∈ V K
γi

for

each i then γ̂i essentially just picks out the (i, i) entry.

We replace (CR3) by the more general

(CR3′): mα(λ)h(χ)mα(λ)−1 = h(χ ◦ sα)

and generalize (CR5) to

(CR5′): h(χ)xβ(µ)h(χ)−1 = xβ(χ(β)µ).

These relations obviously hold in g(K) since T̂ (K) is already generated by the

hα(λ), and thus the relations must also hold in the subgroup ĝ(K). Also see [S3,

page 60].

We can also show that the Weyl group doesn’t change. Since T̂ normalizes N we

can define N̂ := NT̂ . It is clear by Lemma 3.3.3 that N ∩ Td(K) = T , so N ∩ T̂ = T

and we get that N̂/T̂ = NT̂/T̂ ∼= N/T ∼= W . Thus, the Weyl group of a Chevalley

group is the same as the Weyl group N̂/T̂ of the group of K-rational points. If we

are in the affine situation, with R the valuation ring of K, we also define T̂a to be

T̂ ∩ SLd(R).

It is easy to see that (ĝ(K), (Uα)α∈Φ) still satisfies the RGD axioms, with “T” now

T̂ . Since our definition of VRGD system only considered groups that are generated

by their root groups, it is not entirely accurate to say that ĝ(K) admits a VRGD

system, though as the next theorem implies, we really only care that g(K) does.

Theorem 3.4.4. Let G = g(K) be a Chevalley group and Ĝ = ĝ(K) = GT̂ the

group of K-rational points. Let B be the standard spherical Tits subgroup of G and,

if appropriate, let Ba be the standard affine Tits subgroup. Let ∆ = (G,B) and

∆a = (G,Ba). The action of G on these buildings extends to an action of Ĝ, inducing

BN-pairs (BT̂ , N̂) and (BaT̂a, N̂).
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Proof. First we consider the spherical case, and the affine case will follow by a parallel

argument. An arbitrary element of ĝ(K) looks like gt for g ∈ G, t ∈ T̂ . If C is the

fundamental chamber, an arbitrary chamber looks like hC for h ∈ G. Then gt acts

naturally via gt(hC) = gtht−1C, which makes sense since tht−1 ∈ G. This obviously

extends the action of G, with T̂ fixing the fundamental apartment chamber-wise.

Thus we get the expected BN -pair (BT̂ , N̂). The affine results follow similarly.

The upshot of all this is that as far as the buildings are concerned, it doesn’t

matter if we talk about g(K) or ĝ(K).
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Chapter 4

Chevalley groups and buildings

4.1 Torsion properties of Weyl group representa-

tives

Having constructed canonical actions of Chevalley groups on buildings, we turn our

attention to transitivity properties. We know that in order for the action of a subgroup

to be weakly transitive, some conjugate of the subgroup must represent every coset in

N/T = W . In this section we produce a family of cosets that have a very restrictive

torsion property. In the next section we will exploit this to produce examples of Weyl

transitive group actions that are not strongly transitive with respect to any apartment

system.

LetK be a field complete with respect to a discrete valuation, and letG = g(Φ, K).

Let N , T , and Ta be the subgroups described in Section 3.3, so Ta ≤ T , and let ∆a be

the associated affine building. The spherical and affine Weyl groups are, respectively,

W = N/T and Wa = N/Ta. We claim that there is a coset in N/T , all of whose

representatives in N have the same finite order. Since Ta ≤ T this will imply the

same result concerning cosets in N/Ta, which will be a key step in showing that

certain subgroups of G do not act weakly transitively on ∆a.

Let

N ≥ N0 := 〈mα(1) | α ∈ Φ〉
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and let

T0 := 〈hα(−1) | α ∈ Φ〉.

Since mα(−1) = mα(1)−1, we know hα(−1) = mα(1)−2, so T0 ≤ N0. Also, by (CR3),

mα(1)hβ(−1)mα(1)−1 = hsα(β)(−1), so T0 / N0.

Lemma 4.1.1. W ∼= N0/T0.

Proof. Construct the homomorphism φ0 : W → N0/T0 via φ0(sα) = T0mα(1). This

coincides precisely with the map φ from Lemma 3.1.7. The injectivity and surjec-

tivity follow by the exact arguments used in the proof of that lemma; we need only

check well definedness. This proof also follows almost identically, but we state it for

completeness.

Note that T0mα(1) = T0hα(−1)mα(1) = T0mα(−1) = T0mα(1)−1, so for any α we

have s2
α 7→ T0mα(1)mα(1)−1 = T0. Also,

sαsβs
−1
α s−1

sα(β) 7→ T0mα(1)mβ(1)mα(1)−1msα(β)(1)−1.

But this is just T0 since mα(1)mβ(1)mα(1)−1 = msα(β)(c) by (CR4), where c = ±1.

If c = −1 we must also again use the fact that T0mα(−1) = T0mα(1).

These relations define W , so φ0 is well-defined, and is an isomorphism by the same

proof as in Lemma 3.1.7.

As before, we identify W with N/T and N0/T0. Let E be the Euclidean space

spanned by Φ, on which W acts by orthogonal transformations. The following theo-

rem establishes a criterion whereby the representatives of w ∈ W in N will all have

finite order. In fact, the proof establishes that in this case the representatives all have

the same finite order.

Theorem 4.1.2. Let W = N/T be the spherical Weyl group corresponding to the

Chevalley group g(K). Let w ∈ W have order m. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) As an orthogonal transformation of E, w does not have eigenvalue 1.
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(ii) For any field K, every representative of w in N has the same order in N , namely

m or 2m.

(iii) For any field K, every representative of w in N has finite order.

Proof of the forward implication. For any v ∈ E we have

w(v + w(v) + · · ·+ wm−1(v)) = v + w(v) + · · ·+ wm−1(v),

so the hypothesis forces 1 +w + · · ·+wm−1 to be zero. By Lemma 4.1.1 there exists

a representative n0 ∈ N0 of w. Since wm = 1, nm0 ∈ T0. Now, hα(−1)2 = 1 for all α

and T0 is abelian, so T0 is 2-torsion. Since m divides the order of n0, we know that

n0 has order m or 2m.

Now let h be any element of T . Say

n0 = mα1(ε1) · · ·mαk(εk),

where each εi is either 1 or -1, and

h = hβ1(λ1) · · ·hβ`(λ`).

Since n0 represents w, we have w = sα1 · · · sαk .

Using (CR3) and the fact that mα(1)−1 = mα(−1), we see that

mα(1)hβ(λ)mα(1)−1 = mα(1)−1hβ(λ)mα(1) = hsα(β)(λ)

. Thus, n0h = hw(β1)(λ1) · · ·hw(β`)(λ`)n0. Repeating this, we get that

(n0h)m =

(
m∏
i=1

∏̀
j=1

hwi(βj)(λj)

)
nm0 =

(∏̀
j=1

m∏
i=1

hwi(βj)(λj)

)
nm0 .

The last equality holds because T is abelian.

Now let γ be any weight in the weight lattice Λ, and let j be an arbitrary index.

Then
m∏
i=1

λ
〈γ,wi(βj)∨〉
j = λ

∑m
i=1〈γ,wi(βj)∨〉

j .
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Since w is an orthogonal transformation and 〈, 〉 is bilinear,

m∑
i=1

〈γ, wi(βj)∨〉 =
m∑
i=1

2〈γ, wi(βj)〉/〈wi(βj), wi(βj)〉

=
m∑
i=1

2〈γ, wi(βj)〉/〈βj, βj〉

=
2

〈βj, βj〉

〈
γ,

m∑
i=1

wi(βj)

〉
= 0

for each j.

Thus,
m∏
i=1

λ
〈γ,wi(βj)∨〉
j = 1, and this holds regardless of the field K. But by

Lemma 3.1.3, hα(λ) acts on the weight space V K
γ via multiplication by λ〈γ,α

∨〉, and so

we get that
m∏
i=1

hwi(βj)(λj) = 1 for each j. Thus, (n0h)m = nm0 for any h ∈ T . Since

n0h represents w, it must have order a multiple of m, and so we conclude that n0h

has the same order as n0. Thus, all representatives of w in N have the same order,

namely m or 2m.

It is a quick exercise to check that such a w exists, in fact any Coxeter element

of W will work, as seen in [C1, Proposition 10.5.6; H2, Lemma 3.16]. In general an

element w with no eigenvalue 1 is called a generalized Coxeter element ; see [DW]. We

will also call m a generalized Coxeter number if m is the order of some generalized

Coxeter element.

Proof of reverse implication. Let K = Q. Suppose 0 6= v ∈ E is a 1-eigenvector of

w. Then v + w(v) + · · · + wm−1(v) = mv 6= 0, and so 1 + w + · · · + wm−1 6= 0

as a linear transformation. Since the roots span E, there exists a root β such that

β + w(β) + · · · + wm−1(β) 6= 0. Choose a representative n0 ∈ N0 of w as before, so

nm0 ∈ T0, say nm0 = hα1(−1) · · ·hαk(−1). Then for any ` ∈ N,

(n0hβ(2))`m =

(
`m∏
i=1

hwi(β)(2)

)
n`m0 .
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(We chose K = Q but in fact, any K that is not an algebraic extension of a finite field

will work; we just need an element with infinite multiplicative order; for K = Q we

have used the number 2.) Suppose this equals 1 for some `. Then by Lemma 3.1.3,

for any weight γ we have

1 =
`m∏
i=1

2〈γ,w
i(β)〉

k∏
j=1

(−1)`〈γ,αk〉 = ±
`m∏
i=1

2〈γ,w
i(β)〉.

By the same argument as before, this equals

±2 ∧ 2

〈β, β〉

〈
γ,

`m∑
i=1

wi(β)

〉
= ±2 ∧ 2

〈β, β〉

〈
γ, `

m∑
i=1

wi(β)

〉
where the caret notation indicates exponentiation. The only way this can equal 1 is

if

〈
γ, `

m∑
i=1

wi(β)

〉
= 0. But since `

m∑
i=1

wi(β) 6= 0, this is impossible, since we can

always choose a weight γ to be not orthogonal to `
m∑
i=1

wi(β). Since `m are the only

candidates for a finite order of n0hβ(2), in fact it has infinite order. Since n0hβ(2) is

a representative of w, the theorem follows.

We now describe how Theorem 4.1.2 translates when G = ĝ(K) rather than g(K).

The coset of interest is now n0T̂ rather than n0T . This new coset has potentially more

elements, so the reverse implication of the theorem clearly still holds. It is also true,

though not immediately obvious, that the forward implication still holds.

Theorem 4.1.3. Let W = N̂/T̂ be the spherical Weyl group corresponding to the

group g(K) of K-rational points. Let w ∈ W have order m, such that as an orthogonal

transformation of E, w does not have eigenvalue 1. Then all representatives of w in

N̂ have the same order, namely m or 2m.

Proof. As before choose a representative n0 of w in N0, so n0 has order m or 2m. We

want to show that (n0t)
m = nm0 for any t ∈ T̂ . Let t = h(χ1) · · ·h(χk). By (CR3′),

n0h(χ)n−1
0 = h(χ ◦ w) for any χ, and since T̂ is abelian, we get that

(n0t)
m =

k∏
i=1

h(χi ◦ w)h(χi ◦ w2) · · ·h(χi ◦ wm)nm0 .
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To show this equals nm0 we must show that
k∏
i=1

m∏
j=1

h(χi ◦ wj) = 1.

Considering the action of h(χ) on V K , it suffices to show that
k∏
i=1

m∏
j=1

χi◦ wj(γ) = 1

for any weight γ. Indeed, for any character χ,

m∏
j=1

χ(wj(γ)) = χ

(
m∑
j=1

wj(γ)

)
= χ(0) = 1.

This last step relies on the fact that 1 is not an eigenvalue of w, and so
m∑
j=1

wj(γ) = 0

for any γ. Thus
k∏
i=1

m∏
j=1

χi ◦ wj(γ) = 1 and (n0t)
m = nm0 for any t ∈ T̂ , which proves

the theorem.

Remark 4.1.4. If we just want to prove that any representative of w has some finite

order, there is a more elegant proof due to A. Rapinchuk [R1]. With the same setup

as in Theorem 4.1.3, we know 1 + w + · · · + wm−1 = 0 as a transformation on E, so

for any v ∈ E we have v + w(v) + · · ·+ wm−1(v) = 0. We now associate each weight

γ to a character on T̂ , via γ̂(h(χ)) := χ(γ), as in Section 3.4. In light of (CR3′),

nh(χ)n−1 = h(χ ◦ w) where w = nT̂ for n ∈ N̂ . Thus

ŵγ(h(χ)) = χ(wγ) = γ̂(h(χ ◦ w)) = γ̂(nh(χ)n−1),

so ŵγ(t) = γ̂(ntn−1) for all weights γ and all t ∈ T̂ .

By hypothesis γ + wγ + · · ·+ wm−1γ = 0, so γ̂ + ŵγ + · · ·+ ŵm−1γ is the trivial

character. Thus for any t ∈ T̂ , γ̂(t) + γ̂(ntn−1) + · · · + γ̂(nm−1tn−(m−1)) = 1, i.e.,

γ̂(tntn−1 · · ·nm−1tn−(m−1)) = 1. If we let t equal nm, which is in T̂ since wm = 1, we

get that γ̂(nmnm · · ·nm) = 1, i.e., γ̂(nm
2
) = 1 for all γ. Thus every diagonal entry of

nm
2

is 1, and indeed nm
2

= 1 in N̂ .

This also improves on the “m or 2m” disjunction. Namely, if m is odd, the

representatives must have order m, since the order is either m or 2m and must divide
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m2. Also note that if we are working in g(K) instead of ĝ(K) this proof still applies,

since T ≤ T̂ .

4.2 Weyl transitive actions that are not weakly

transitive

We now have the tools to produce examples of Weyl transitive group actions on

buildings that are not weakly transitive, and thus not strongly transitive with respect

to any apartment system. Let K be a field complete with respect to a discrete

valuation, and let G = g(Φ, K). Let (Ba, N) be the affine BN -pair of G = g(K) as

described in Section 3.3, and let ∆a be the canonical affine building on which G acts

strongly transitively with respect to A (see Proposition 3.3.8). Then Ba is open in

G by Corollary 3.3.7, and so by Lemma 2.4.2 any dense subgroup H ≤ G acts Weyl

transitively on ∆. By Lemma 2.4.3 and Theorem 4.1.2 however, if H is to act weakly

transitively on ∆ it must contain elements of order m, for any m that is a generalized

Coxeter number of W .

Thus, to find examples of groups acting Weyl transitively but not weakly transi-

tively on affine buildings, it suffices to exhibit dense subgroups of G containing no

elements of order m. The condition of being m-torsionfree is of course not a neces-

sary condition, and we will see in Chapter 5 other examples that don’t rely on such

a strong, global condition. In this section, however, that is our goal.

First consider the case when K = Qp, so G = g(Qp). Let Γ = g(Z[1
p
]). As

usual think of G as a subgroup of SLd(Qp) for some d. In the same way we can

think of Γ as a subgroup of SLd(Z[1
p
]). Now let q be any nonzero integer prime to

p, so it makes sense to reduce the entries of matrices in Γ mod q. We define the

congruence subgroup Γq to be Γq := {g ∈ Γ | g ≡ Id mod q}, where matrices are

taken mod q entry-wise. This is the kernel of the restriction to Γ of the natural group
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homomorphism SLd(Z[1
p
]) → SLd((Z/qZ)), so it really is a subgroup. We will show

that for any q > 2, Γq is both torsionfree (in particular m-torsionfree for any m) and

dense in G.

Lemma 4.2.1. For any nonzero q in Z, Γq is dense in G.

Proof. Since the topological closure of Z[1
p
] contains Zp and 1/p, Z[1

p
] is dense in Qp.

Also Qp = qQp, so qZ[1
p
] is dense in Qp. Thus the set {xα(λ) | α ∈ Φ, λ ∈ qZ[1

p
]}

is dense in {xα(λ) | α ∈ Φ, λ ∈ Qp}. Since the latter set generates g(Qp), it now

suffices to show that xα(λ) ∈ Γq for any α ∈ Φ, λ ∈ qZ[1
p
]. Clearly xα(λ) ∈ Γ, and

by Corollaries 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 the diagonal entries of xα(λ) are 1 and all other entries

are congruent to 0 mod q, so it is also clear that xα(λ) ≡ Id mod q. Thus indeed

xα(λ) ∈ Γq.

We will see later, in the more general setup of Theorem 4.2.3, that for any q

with |q| > 2, Γq is torsionfree. Assuming this, we get the following building-theoretic

result.

Theorem 4.2.2. Let G = g(Qp) be a Chevalley group. Let ∆a be the canonical affine

building on which G acts strongly transitively with respect to A. Let q ∈ Z\pZ such

that |q| > 2. Then the action of the congruence subgroup Γq ≤ G on ∆ is Weyl

transitive but not strongly transitive with respect to any apartment system.

We next consider a field with positive characteristic p, K = Fp((t)). This is

local and so g(K) acts strongly transitively on an affine building with respect to the

complete apartment system. As before we wish to find dense subgroups that have

no m-torsion for m a generalized Coxeter number. Unlike the characteristic 0 case,

where we could produce a recipe independent of g and W , here the recipe for one

Chevalley group may not work for another. We need not know very much, however;

just the order of the spherical Weyl group. When choosing p we just need to ensure

that p does not divide 2|W |, and as we will now see this yields the examples we want.
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Let G = g(Fp((t))) with p not dividing 2|W |. Let Γ = g(Fp[t, t−1]) and let f be an

irreducible element of Fp[t, t−1]. Set Γf := {g ∈ Γ | g ≡ 1 mod f}, where as before

we think of the elements g as matrices. Then, similar to the characteristic 0 case,

fFp[t, t−1] is dense in K, so Γf is dense in G. It also turns out that Γf only has p-

torsion, that is the only elements of finite order in Γf have p-power order. We will show

this, in more generality, in Theorem 4.2.3, which is partially inspired by Lemma 17.5

and Proposition 17.6 in [B1]. See also Minkowski’s Lemma, [PR, Lemma 4.19], which

is a special case of our theorem but has a general proof.

Theorem 4.2.3. Let K be a topological field and g(K) a Chevalley group. Let L ≤ K

be a noetherian integral domain that is dense in K. For any proper nonzero ideal I of

L, define ΓI := ker(g(L) � g(L/I)). Let P be any nonzero prime ideal of L. If K has

characteristic p > 0, then the subgroup ΓP of g(K) is dense and has only p-torsion.

If K has characteristic 0 and L/P has characteristic q > 2, and if qL = P , then the

subgroup ΓP of g(K) is dense and torsionfree.

Proof. We first claim that ΓI is dense in g(K) for any proper nontrivial ideal I of L.

Let x = xα(µ) for α ∈ Φ, µ ∈ I. By Corollary 3.1.6, x ∈ ΓI . Since L is dense in K

and g(K) is generated by the xα(λ) we conclude that ΓI is dense in g(K).

Now we analyze torsion properties, thinking of g(L) as a subgroup of SLd(L). Let

P be a prime ideal of L. Let A be a matrix in ΓP with finite order r, and suppose

r > 1. Replacing A with an appropriate power, we may assume r is prime. Since

A ≡P Id there exists B ∈ Md(L) such that A = Id + B and B ≡P 0, i.e. every entry

of B is in P . Then

Id = (Id +B)r = Id + rB +

(
r

2

)
B2 +

(
r

3

)
B3 + · · ·+Br

and so

−rB =

(
r

2

)
B2 +

(
r

3

)
B3 + · · ·+Br.

Call this equation (∗).
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Now choose s ≥ 1 such that B ≡P s 0 but B 6≡P s+1 0. Since L is a noetherian

domain and P is a proper ideal, this is possible by the Krull Intersection Formula

[E, Corollary 5.4]. The right-hand side of (∗) is congruent to 0 mod P 2s ⊆ P s+1, which

looking at the left-hand side implies that r · 1L ∈ P . Since r is prime, r = charL/P .

If K has characteristic p > 0 then immediately we get r = p, i.e., ΓP can only have

p-torsion.

Now suppose K has characteristic 0 and L/P has characteristic q > 2, so r = q

is odd. Then r divides

(
r

2

)
, and the right-hand side of (∗) is congruent to zero mod

P s+2, which is rP s+1 since rL = P . But the left-hand side of (∗) is not congruent

to zero mod rP s+1 since L has characteristic 0. In this case we conclude that our

assumption r > 1 was impossible and in fact ΓP is torsionfree.

Corollary 4.2.4. Let K be a field complete with respect to a discrete valuation,

G = g(K) a Chevalley group with spherical Weyl group W such that charK does

not divide 2|W |, and ∆a the affine building associated to G. Then G has “many”

subgroups H that act Weyl transitively on ∆ but do not act strongly transitively with

respect to any apartment system.

In particular this finishes the examples of K = Qp and K = Fp((t)). The word

“many” that we have been using is justifiable. For K = Qp and L = Z[1
p
], any

q ∈ Z\pZ that satisfies |q| > 2 produces such a subgroup. For K = Fp((t)) and

L = Fp[t, t−1], any irreducible f ∈ Fp[t, t−1] produces such a subgroup. The general

case works similarly.

4.3 Classical groups

There are some classes of Chevalley groups that are easy to explicitly realize as

subgroups of SLd(K). In this section we examine the implications of the previous two

sections in the cases when G is one of SLn(K), Sp2n(K), SO2n(K), or SO2n+1(K).
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The SLn(K) case will be particularly important in Chapter 5. In this section we

will only consider fields K that contain elements of infinite multiplicative order, for

reasons similar to the situation that arose in the proof of the reverse implication

of Theorem 4.1.2. This section will also serve to precisely identify the generalized

Coxeter elements in Coxeter groups of the classical types; see [DW] for more results

in this vein.

Example 4.3.1. Let g = sln (n ≥ 2) and let V be the universal representation. It is

an easy exercise to check that g(K) = SLn(K), B = Bn(K), and N is the subgroup

of monomial matrices; see [AB2, Section 6.5; C1, Section 11.3; S3, page 36]. Thus

T = Tn(K) and W = N/T ∼= Sn, the symmetric group.

We can check directly which cosets in N/T have the property that all their rep-

resentatives have finite order. First we note that if

x =



0 a1 0 · · · 0

0 0 a2 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . an−1

an 0 0 · · · 0


,

where the ai are any elements of K∗, then since 1 = detx = ±
n∏
i=1

ai we get immedi-

ately that

xn =



±1 0 0 · · · 0

0 ±1 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 · · · ±1


.

The coset xT corresponds in Sn to an n-cycle. This implies that all representatives

of xT in N have order n or 2n. More specifically, they all have order n if n is odd
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and 2n if n is even. Of course since all n-cycles are conjugate in Sn we see that if xT

is any n-cycle, a similar result holds.

Now, are the n-cycles the only cosets with this property? It is not difficult to

see that they are. Suppose w ∈ Sn is not an n-cycle; say it decomposes into disjoint

cycles w = σ1 · · ·σr where σi is a ki-cycle and each ki is strictly less than n. We

adopt the convention that for any fixed points of w in {1, . . . , n} there is a “1-cycle,”

σi = id, in the decomposition. Then since w is not an n-cycle, r is necessarily greater

than 1.

Now, an element x ∈ N represents w if and only if it is conjugate to a block

diagonal matrix x = diag(x1, . . . , xr), where each xi is of the form

xi =



0 ia1 0 · · · 0

0 0 ia2 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . iaki−1

iaki 0 0 · · · 0


.

Note that diag(x1, . . . , xr) has determinant 1 if and only if
r∏
i=1

detxi = 1. Recall our

assumption that K has an element a of infinite multiplicative order. Choose matrices

xi of form above for each i such that det x1 = a, detx2 = a−1, and detxi = 1 for

2 < i ≤ r. Then indeed x = diag(x1, . . . , xr) has determinant 1, and so represents w

in N . However, since a = detx1 = ±
∏n

i=1 1ai, we see that xki1 = ±a and so x cannot

have finite order.

For two concrete examples, consider the case n = 4, K = Q, w = (243) and

w′ = (12)(34). Then the matrices

x =


2 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 −1/2 0 0

 and x′ =


0 2 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1/2 0
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represent w and w′ respectively, and have infinite order.

We now recover a well-known result.

Corollary 4.3.2. If W is a Coxeter group of type An−1, then the generalized Coxeter

elements of W are precisely the Coxeter elements, which are the n-cycles.

As this example shows, an n-torsionfree subgroup H of SLn(K) cannot represent

the n-cycles of the Weyl group Sn. In general though, we cannot discount the pos-

sibility that H represents other elements of Sn. In Section 5.4 we will see that the

SLn(K) case allows for a completely different approach that produces subgroups H

representing “very few” elements of Sn. In particular we will see examples where such

H are dense, yielding Weyl transitive actions that are in some sense not even close

to being weakly transitive. For now though, we move on to another classical group.

Example 4.3.3. Let g = sp2n (n ≥ 2) and let V be the universal representation. As

in the previous example, it is easy to check that g(K) = Sp2n(K), B = B2n(K) ∩

Sp2n(K), and N is the subgroup of monomial matrices; see [AB2, Section 6.6, C1,

Section 11.3, S3, page 38]. These definitions of B and N rely on a choice of basis, so

it is germane now to discuss the construction of Sp2n(K) before moving on.

Denote the standard basis of K2n by {e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn}. Define a bilinear

form on K2n in the following way on the basis vectors:

〈ei, fi〉 = 1 for all i

〈fi, ei〉 = −1 for all i

〈v, v′〉 = 0 for all other pairs of basis vectors v, v′.

Definition 4.3.4. The group Sp2n(K) := {g ∈ GL2n(K) | 〈gv, gv′〉 = 〈v, v′〉 for all

v, v′ ∈ K2n} is called the symplectic group. In fact Sp2n(K) ≤ SL2n(K).

We have defined N to be the stabilizer of {[e1], . . . , [fn]}, where we denote span by

square brackets. For g ∈ N the symplectic condition tells us the following symplectic

monomial condition (SMC):
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• If gei = λej then gfi = λ−1fj.

• If gei = λfj then gfi = −λ−1ej.

• If gfi = λfj then gei = λ−1ej.

• If gfi = λej then gei = −λ−1fj.

We can also characterize the Weyl group relatively easily. Think of S2n as permut-

ing the set {1, . . . , n,−1, . . . ,−n}. Then the action of N on {[e1], . . . , [fn]} induces

an action of N/T on {1, . . . , n,−1, . . . ,−n}, so the Weyl group is a subgroup of S2n.

In particular, by (SMC) W is precisely the group of permutations σ ∈ S2n such that

σ(−i) = −σ(i) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n,−1, . . . ,−n}.

We now can ask which cosets in W = N/T have the property that any rep-

resentative has finite order, or equivalently which elements of W are generalized

Coxeter elements. As in the previous example, any 2n-cycle will work, by virtue

of symplectic matrices having determinant 1. For example any representative of

(1 2 · · ·n −1 −2 · · · −n) in N has order 4n. Unlike the special linear case, in the sym-

plectic case there exist generalized Coxeter elements that are not Coxeter elements.

Consider the permutation w = (1 −1)(2 −2) · · · (n −n). By (SMC) if gei = λifi for

each i then gfi = −λ−1
i ei, so g2 acts as multiplication by −1. We see immediately

that every representative has order 4, and so w is a generalized Coxeter element.

More generally, any permutation w such that each i shares its w-orbit with −i will

work. By (SMC) any representative g of such a w will have finite order: in particular

if ` is the least common multiple of the cycle types in w then g2` = I2n. Conversely, if

w is a permutation such that there exists i not sharing a w-orbit with −i, then since

we are assuming K contains an element of infinite multiplicative order it is easy to

construct a representative g of w in N with infinite order.

Lastly, we note that if m is the order of the generalized Coxeter element w then

we can determine precisely whether representatives have order m or 2m. Let w have
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cycle decomposition w = w1 · · ·wr where each wj is a kj-cycle. Let nj denote the

number of positive i such that wj(i) < 0. If wj has order mj, (SMC) ensures that

representatives of wj have order mj if nj is even and order 2mj if nj is odd. This

completely determines the order of representatives of w.

Corollary 4.3.5. Let W be a Coxeter group of type Cn. Think of W as a subgroup

of S2n acting on {1, · · · , n,−1, · · · ,−n}, as above. Then w ∈ W is a generalized

Coxeter element if and only if every i shares its w-orbit with −i.

Example 4.3.6. This example is very similar to the previous one. We inspect the

special orthogonal group SO2n+1(K). Let g = so2n+1 (n ≥ 1) and let V be the

adjoint representation. Then g(K) = SO2n+1(K), B = B2n+1(K) ∩ SO2n+1(K), and

N is the subgroup of monomial matrices; see [AB2, Section 6.7; C1, Section 11.3;

S3, pages 38,45].

Denote the standard basis of K2n+1 by {e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn, e0}. Define a sym-

metric bilinear form on K2n+1 by:

〈ei, fi〉 = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n

〈e0, e0〉 = 1

〈v, v′〉 = 0 for all other pairs of basis vectors v, v′.

Definition 4.3.7. The group SO2n+1(K) := {g ∈ SL2n+1(K) | 〈gv, gv′〉 = 〈v, v′〉 for

all v, v′ ∈ K2n+1} is called the special orthogonal group of odd dimension.

N is the stabilizer of {[e1], . . . , [fn], [e0]}, so for g ∈ N the orthogonal condition

gives us the following orthogonal monomial condition (OMC):

For 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

• If gei = λej then gfi = λ−1fj.

• If gei = λfj then gfi = λ−1ej.

• If gfi = λfj then gei = λ−1ej.
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• If gfi = λej then gei = λ−1fj.

• ge0 = ±e0.

We can also characterize the Weyl group. As in the previous example we think

of S2n as permuting the set {1, . . . , n,−1, . . . ,−n}. Since N fixes [e0], the action of

N on {[e1], . . . , [fn], [e0]} induces an action of N/T on {1, . . . , n,−1, . . . ,−n}, so the

Weyl group is a subgroup of S2n. In particular, by (OMC) W is precisely the group

of permutations σ ∈ S2n such that σ(−i) = −σ(i) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n,−1, . . . ,−n}.

(Note that SO2n+1(K) has the same Weyl group as Sp2n(K), a fact that is reflected

in the Dynkin diagrams of type Bn and Cn [C2].)

SinceW is the same as in the previous example, by Corollary 4.3.5 we already know

the generalized Coxeter elements of W . The situation is slightly different though.

For example any representative of the permutation w = (1 −1)(2 −2) · · · (n −n)

in N now has order 2 instead of 4. This is due to the slight difference between

(SMC) and (OMC). In fact, if w is a generalized Coxeter element of order m and g a

representative of w in N , (OMC) tells us that g really has order m, not 2m. This is

a nice strengthening of Theorem 4.1.2 in the Bn case.

Corollary 4.3.8. Let W be a Coxeter group of type Bn. Think of W as a subgroup

of S2n acting on {1, · · · , n,−1, · · · ,−n}, as above. Then w ∈ W is a generalized

Coxeter element if and only if every i shares its w-orbit with −i.

Example 4.3.9. The last example is SO2n(K). Let g = so2n (n ≥ 2). With an

appropriate choice of representation V , g(K) = SO2n(K), B = B2n(K) ∩ SO2n(K),

and N is the subgroup of monomial matrices; see [AB2, Section 6.7; C1, Section 11.3;

S3, pages 38,45].

Denote the standard basis of K2n by {e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn}. Define a symmetric
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bilinear form on K2n by:

〈ei, fi〉 = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n

〈v, v′〉 = 0 for all other pairs of basis vectors v, v′.

Definition 4.3.10. The group SO2n(K) := {g ∈ SL2n(K) | 〈gv, gv′〉 = 〈v, v′〉 for all

v, v′ ∈ K2n} is called the special orthogonal group of even dimension.

As before N is the stabilizer of {[e1], . . . , [fn]}, and for g ∈ N we have the same

condition (OMC), but with an added condition (E) that ensures det g = 1:

• If gei = λej then gfi = λ−1fj.

• If gei = λfj then gfi = λ−1ej.

• If gfi = λfj then gei = λ−1ej.

• If gfi = λej then gei = λ−1fj.

• (E) The cardinality of {g[e1], . . . , g[en]} ∩ {[f1], . . . , [fn]} is even.

Again we want to characterize the Weyl group. As in the previous examples

we think of S2n as permuting the set {1, . . . , n,−1, . . . ,−n}, with the Weyl group

a subgroup of S2n. In particular, by (OMC) and (E) W is precisely the group of

permutations σ ∈ S2n such that σ(−i) = −σ(i) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n,−1, . . . ,−n},

and the number of positive i such that σ(i) is negative is even.

This shows that W is a subgroup of the Weyl group from the previous example,

which we will now call W ′. Also, an element w of W is a generalized Coxeter element

inW if and only if it is one inW ′. Of course this also means that if w has orderm, then

as in the Bn case all its representatives have order m, not 2m. We can exhibit a few

explicit examples: if n is even, then the permutation w = (1 −1)(2 −2) · · · (n −n)

from before satisfies (E) and so works in this context. If n is odd, this no longer

satisfies (E). Instead consider w = (1 2 −1 −2)(3 −3) · · · (n −n), which is a legitimate
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construction since n ≥ 2 and n is odd. Now w satisfies (E) and still satisfies (OMC).

As one last example, note that the 2n-cycles from before don’t satisfy (E), but w =

(1 −1)(2 3 · · ·n −2 −3 · · · −n) does.

Corollary 4.3.11. Let W be a Coxeter group of type Dn. Think of W as a subgroup

of S2n acting on {1, · · · , n,−1, · · · ,−n}, as above. Then w ∈ W is a generalized

Coxeter element if and only if every i shares its w-orbit with −i.
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Chapter 5

Division algebras

The examples in the previous chapter certainly work, but are somewhat ad hoc.

Having to pass to congruence subgroups leaves one wondering whether Weyl- but

not strongly transitive actions are very natural. Indeed, Tits’ original thought was

not to pass to congruence subgroups but rather to inspect anisotropic groups over

global fields. These groups embed into Chevalley groups over local fields, and so act

on affine buildings, but as Tits suggested the anisotropic groups themselves should

already have the desired transitivity properties. There should be no need to pass to

subgroups, or to impose any further criteria on the situation.

The simplest example of an anisotropic group over a global field is the norm-1

group G of a quaternion division algebra over Q. This case was analyzed in [AB1]

with the surprising result that G acts strongly transitively on an associated tree

roughly “half the time.” This ran contrary to Tits’ prediction, but the quaternion

case was expected to exhibit some “accidents of low dimension.” Indeed, as we show

in this chapter, for central F -division algebras of degree greater than 2, the norm-1

group fails to act weakly transitively on the appropriate building, with no further

restrictions. In the case F is a topological field, we can produce actions on affine

buildings that are Weyl transitive but not strongly transitive with respect to any

apartment system. Also, the failure to act weakly transitively is in some sense quite

“dramatic.”

It should be mentioned that there is a relatively easy proof due to A. Rapinchuk
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that non-split algebraic groups over global fields in general do provide examples of

Weyl- but not strongly transitive group actions on affine buildings [R1]. In particular

one can construct such actions using any non-split group that does not split over any

quadratic extension of the base field. The anisotropic case, being at the opposite end

of the spectrum from the split case, is thus “especially striking,” as expressed in [T],

though of course certain isotropic groups work as well. The present chapter is thus

less interesting for proving such actions exist than for showing that, at least in the

division algebra case, the failure to act weakly transitive is “dramatic.”

The final part of this chapter deals with a slightly different, though related ques-

tion. Instead of asking about weak transitivity, i.e., transitivity on an arbitrary

apartment, we analyze the action just on the fundamental apartment. In this context

we can achieve a complete, precise description of the action of the stabilizer of Σ0 in

D× on Σ0, for “most” division algebras D. This description also lets us say some-

thing about the action restricted to SL1(D), and we show that in general a complete

description in this context is at least as difficult as the unsolved problem of relating

exponent and index of a division algebra. See Section 5.5 for details.

5.1 Central simple algebras

Before we can talk about the multiplicative and norm-1 groups of a division algebra

we need some background on the algebras themselves. Central division algebras are

a special case of central simple algebras, and in some sense completely classify them

as seen in Theorem 5.1.2.

Let A be a ring with unity. If F is a subring of A that is a field we say F is a

subfield of A. If F is contained in the center of A we say that A is an F -algebra.

More specifically, if F equals the center of A we call A a central F -algebra. Lastly, if

A has no nontrivial two-sided ideals we say that it is simple. The following then will

be our working definition of a central simple algebra (CSA).
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Definition 5.1.1. Let F be a field. A central simple F -algebra is a finite dimensional

F -algebra A, with Z(A) = F , that is simple as a ring. If there is no ambiguity, a

central simple F -algebra will just be called a central simple algebra, or CSA.

The only non-tautological aspect to this definition is the assumption of finite

dimensionality, but we will never make use of any infinite dimensional algebras, so

we encode this into the definition.

The starting point for the theory of CSAs is the well-known Wedderburn Structure

Theorem, quoted below. This can be found in any number of books, in particular

[FD,L1,L2].

Theorem 5.1.2. (Wedderburn) Let A be a central simple F -algebra. Then there

exists a central F -division algebra D and a natural number r such that A ∼= Mr(D)

as F -algebras. Also, r is uniquely determined and D is unique up to isomorphism.

We thus see that every CSA is associated to a central division algebra, and this

association establishes an equivalence relation on the class of CSAs. If A1, A2 are

CSAs over F , we say A1 and A2 are Brauer equivalent A1 ∼ A2 if there exist r1, r2

natural numbers and a central F -division algebra D such that Ai ∼= Mri(D) for

i = 1, 2. This is clearly an equivalence relation since D is uniquely determined up to

isomorphism.

A crucial fact in the present theory is that CSAs are closed under the tensor

product. This is very standard and we will not prove it here; see [FD, Corollary 3.6;

L2, Theorem 29.8]. In this chapter, all tensor products are over F , unless otherwise

specified.

Proposition 5.1.3. Let A, B be CSAs over F . Then A⊗B is a CSA.

What’s more, the tensor product is Brauer invariant. The proof of this is con-

structive, and so we will present it here. We will take for granted the fact that if A is

any F -algebra, we have A ⊗Mr(F ) ∼= Mr(A), and that Mr(F ) ⊗Ms(F ) ∼= Mrs(F );

see [FD, Lemma 4.1; L1, Corollary 15.5; L2, Theorem 29.9].
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Proposition 5.1.4. Let A, A′, B, and B′ be CSAs. If A ∼ A′ and B ∼ B′ then

A⊗B ∼ A′ ⊗B′.

Proof. Suppose A ∼= Mr(D), A′ ∼= Mr′(D), B ∼= Ms(E), and B′ ∼= Ms′(E), for D and

E division algebras. Then

A⊗B ∼= Mr(D)⊗Ms(E) ∼= D ⊗Mr(F )⊗ E ⊗Ms(F )

∼= (D ⊗ E)⊗Mrs(F ) ∼= Mrs(D ⊗ E).

An analogous statement holds in the primed situation, and the result follows.

For a CSAA, let [A] denote the equivalence class ofA under the Brauer equivalence

relation. By Propositions 5.1.3 and 5.1.4, the operation [A][B] := [A ⊗ B] is well

defined. It is also clearly associative and commutative, and has an identity element

[F ]. If Br(F ) denotes the set of equivalence classes of CSAs over F , this proves

that Br(F ) is a commutative monoid. It turns out to actually be a group. The

inversion operation is given by [A]−1 = [Aop], where Aop is the opposite algebra; see

[FD, Proposition 3.12; L2, Section 29.F14] for details.

Definition 5.1.5. For a field F , the abelian group Br(F ) is called the Brauer group

of F .

Another important aspect to the theory of CSAs is extension of scalars. As seen,

the tensor product of two CSAs is again a CSA. But it is an important fact that

given a CSA A and a simple (not necessarily central) algebra K, the tensor product

AK := A ⊗F K is again simple, and is central over K. See [FD, Theorem 3.5;

L2, Section 29.F15]. In particular, if [A] ∈ Br(F ) and K|F is any field extension, we

have that [AK ] ∈ Br(K).

Definition 5.1.6. Let [A] ∈ Br(F ), K|F a field extension. If [AK ] = [K] in Br(K)

we say that A splits over K.
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Note that Mr(D) ⊗K ∼= Mr(D ⊗K), so extension of scalars is Brauer invariant

and this definition makes sense. Also note that extension of scalars, realized as the

map Br(F ) → Br(K) given by [A] 7→ [AK ], is a homomorphism. This motivates the

following:

Definition 5.1.7. The kernel Br(K|F ) of the map Br(F ) → Br(K) defined above

is called the relative Brauer group. This consists precisely of equivalence classes [A]

such that A splits over K.

Every CSA splits over some field, in particular every CSA splits over any alge-

braically closed extension of F . This is because any central division algebra over an

algebraically closed field must just be the field itself. Let A be a CSA that splits over

K. Since dimF A = dimK AK and AK ∼= Md(K) for some d, we get that dimF A = d2.

Definition 5.1.8. We define the degree of a CSA A to be d =
√

dimF A. If [A] = [D]

for a division algebra D, we define the index or Schur index ind(A) of A to be the

degree of D. Note that if A has degree d then 1 ≤ ind(A) ≤ d, with ind(A) = 1 if

and only if A is split and ind(A) = d if and only if A is a division algebra.

To close this chapter we establish some results regarding subfields of division

algebras. The genesis of all these results is the well-known Centralizer Theorem

(or Double Centralizer Theorem), the relevant part of which we quote below; see

[FD, Theorem 3.15; L1, Theorem 15.4; L2, Theorem 29.14].

Theorem 5.1.9. Let A be a CSA and K a subfield of A containing F . Let CA(K) :=

{a ∈ A | ax = xa for all x ∈ K}. Then dimF A = [K : F ] dimF CA(K).

Let K be a subfield of a central F -division algebra D and let x ∈ CD(K). Then

K(x) is also a subfield of D. This tells us that a subfield K of D is maximal (with

respect to inclusion of fields) if and only if CD(K) = K.

Lemma 5.1.10. Let D be a central F -division algebra of degree d and let K be a

maximal subfield of D. Then [K : F ] = d.
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Proof. By Theorem 5.1.9, d2 = [K : F ] dimF CD(K) = [K : F ] dimF K = [K : F ]2, so

[K : F ] = d.

Corollary 5.1.11. Let D be a central F -division algebra of degree d and let K be a

subfield of D containing F . Then [K : F ] | d.

Proof. Choose a maximal subfield L of D such that K ≤ L. Then [K : F ] | [L : F ] =

d.

We state the final result without proof. See Corollaries 3.17 and 4.7 of [FD],

Exercise 15.6 of [L1], and Theorem 29.19 of [L2].

Proposition 5.1.12. Let D be a central F -division algebra of degree d and let K|F

be a splitting field of D. Then d | [K : F ]. Also, any maximal subfield of D splits D.

5.2 The Brauer group of local and global fields

As in the previous chapter, we are particularly interested in the cases when the base

field is local or global. The Brauer group of a local field is well-understood, and the

Brauer group of a global field is completely determined by the corresponding local

theory. Refer to Section 3.2 for the relevant background.

Let F be a non-archimedean local field. We can always decompose Br(F ) as a

union of relative Brauer groups,

Br(F ) =
⋃
K|F

Br(K|F ),

but in the local case we can do better than this. Namely, we claim that

Br(F ) =
⋃
K|F

unramified

Br(K|F ).

For this we could just quote [L2, Theorem 31.1], but since the proof is quite easy

modulo [L2, Lemma 31.1] we give it here.
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Proposition 5.2.1. For F a local field and D a central F -division algebra, there

exists a maximal subfield K that is unramified.

Proof. We know that D contains at least one subfield unramified over F , namely F

itself, so we may choose K to be maximal among the collection of unramified subfields

of D. It now suffices to show that K is actually a maximal subfield of D, i.e., that

CD(K) = K. We know that CD(K) is a central K-division algebra. Also, since K is

maximal among the unramified subfields, every K ( L ⊆ CD(K) is ramified. Thus,

by [L2, Lemma 31.1], K = CD(K).

In particular we have that

Br(F ) =
⋃
K|F

unramified

Br(K|F ).

We now inspect the group Br(K|F ) for an unramified extension K|F .

It can be shown that every element of Br(K|F ) can be represented by a cyclic

algebra (K/F, σ, a). A proof of this would require a long digression into the theory of

cyclic algebras, which we skip here. See [L1,L2] for details, including an explanation

of the notation. The upshot is that every α ∈ Br(L|K) can be associated to an

element a ∈ K×. Since (K/F, σ, a)⊗ (K/F, σ, b) ∼= (K/F, σ, ab) and (K/F, σ, a) splits

if and only if a is a norm (see Remark 2 on page 198 of [L2]), we actually get a

homomorphism Br(K|F ) → F×/NK|F (K×) given by α 7→ aNK|F (K×). This map is

bijective, and so Br(K|F ) ∼= F×/NK|F (K×).

This norm residue group behaves nicely in the local case. We quote [L2, Theo-

rem 31.2′] as the following

Proposition 5.2.2. Let K|F be an unramified extension of local fields. Then the

norm residue group F×/NK|F (K×) is cyclic of order [K : F ].

In particular every relative Brauer group is cyclic. Now let ν denote the valuation

on F , and consider a cyclic algebra (K/F, σ, a) representing some element of Br(K|F ).
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If we set k := ν(a) and n := [K : F ], then we obtain a natural map

invK|F : Br(K|F )→ Q/Z

via [(K/F, σ, a)] 7→ k
n

+ Z. It turns out this map is well-defined, and induces an

isomorphism from Br(K|F ) to ( 1
n
Z)/Z; see [L2, Section 31.4].

Now since

Br(F ) =
⋃
K|F

unramified

Br(K|F )

we can define the Hasse invariant map invF : Br(F ) → Q/Z as follows. Given

α ∈ Br(F ) choose an unramified K|F such that α ∈ Br(K|F ), and set invF (α) :=

invK|F (α). It is a fact that this is a well-defined isomorphism. It is also very well-

behaved under finite extensions. These statements are justified in [L2, Theorem 31.4],

which we summarize in the following

Theorem 5.2.3. Let F be a non-archimedean local field. The map invF : Br(F ) →

Q/Z is an isomorphism. If L is a finite extension of F and fL|F : Br(F )→ Br(L) is

the map taking [D] to [D ⊗F L], then we have invL ◦fL|F = [L : F ] invF . That is, a

field extension in Br(F ) corresponds to multiplication by [L : F ] in Q/Z.

This is sufficient setup to turn our attention to the global case. Let F be a global

field, and let S be the set of valuations on F . For each ν ∈ S let Fν be the completion

of F with respect to ν. For a central F -division algebra D, let Dν = D ⊗F Fν . Let

sum denote the map

⊕
ν∈S

Br(Fν)→ Q/Z

given by sum((qν)ν) =
∑
ν

qν , where we think of Br(Fν) as Q/Z via the Hasse in-

variant, and qν denotes an element of Q/Z. Now, any element of Br(F ) maps into⊕
ν∈S

Br(Fν) via [D] 7→ ([Dν ])ν . In fact, this is a monomorphism, whose image is pre-
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cisely the kernel of sum [R2, Section 6.2]. We summarize this result in the following

proposition.

Proposition 5.2.4. For a global field F , the Brauer group Br(F ) is defined by the

short exact sequence

1→ Br(F )→
⊕
ν∈S

Br(Fν)
sum→ Q/Z→ 1.

In particular, the central F -division algebras are in one-to-one correspondence

with sequences (qν) in Q/Z such that qν = 0 for all but finitely many ν and
∑
ν

qν = 0

in Q/Z. For each central F -division algebra D, set invF (D) = (invν(Dν))ν , where

invν := invFν . Note that if ν is an archimedean valuation, then Fν is either C or

R and so Br(Fν) is either trivial or isomorphic to Z/2Z. Thus for archimedean ν,

invν(Dν) is either 0 + Z or 1
2

+ Z. This will be important in Lemma 5.4.10.

5.3 Invariants of division algebras

As we’ve seen, every CSA A can be embedded in a matrix algebra over a field exten-

sion of F , in particular in Md(F ). Thus it is reasonable to define the characteristic

polynomial, trace, and norm of an element of A. There are some things to check,

however, in particular the definitions should not depend on a choice of embedding.

We define a representation of A to be an F -algebra homomorphism ρ : A →

Mn(K) for some n and for some extensionK of F . Note that we do not requireK = F .

In the case that n = d we will call ρ a splitting representation, à la [P, Section 16.1].

Definition 5.3.1. LetA be a CSA over F . Let ρ : A→Mn(K) be any representation.

We define the ρ-characteristic polynomial on A to be χρ(x, t) = χρ(x)(t) for x ∈ A. In

particular we get the ρ-trace traceρ(x) = trace(ρ(x)) and ρ-norm Nρ(x) = det(ρ(x)).

We would like these to all be independent of K and ρ, at least in the case that ρ

is a splitting representation. We establish the following lemma and proposition, both

from Section 16.1 of [P]. Also see [L2, Section 29.F23].
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Lemma 5.3.2. Let A be a CSA of degree d over F . Let ρ : A→Md(K) be a splitting

representation and let λ : A→Mn(K) be any representation. Then n = dm for some

m and χλ = χmρ .

Proof. First extend ρ and λ to K-algebra homomorphisms ρ : AK → Md(K) and

ρ : AK → Mn(K), using the universal property of tensor products. Since A splits

over K we can in particular extend ρ such that it is an isomorphism of K-algebras,

and λ so that it is injective. The injectivity tells us that d divides n, so n = dm for

some m.

Now define a new map τ : AK ↪→Mn(K) that “enlarges” ρ, i.e., τ(z) = ρ(z)⊗ Im.

Here we use the identification of Md(K)⊗Mm(K) with Mn(K). By the well-known

Skolem-Noether Theorem [FD, Theorem 3.14; L2, Theorem 29.20; P, Theorem 12.6],

λ and τ are conjugate, and so have the same characteristic polynomial. But χτ (z, t) =

det(tIn− τ(z)) = det(t(Id⊗ Im)− ρ(z)⊗ Im) = det((tId− ρ(z))⊗ Im) = χρ(z, t)
m for

all z ∈ AK .

Proposition 5.3.3. Let A be a CSA of degree d over F . Let ρ : A → Md(K) and

λ : A→Md(L) be splitting representations. Then χρ ∈ F [t] and χρ = χλ.

Proof. First choose a field E containing both K and L, as in the proof of [P, Propo-

sition 16.1]. We can extend ρ and λ to maps into Md(E) without changing χρ or χλ.

But then by Lemma 5.3.2, χρ and χλ are equal. This shows that the characteristic

polynomial is independent of the choice of splitting representation. It remains to

show that the coefficients are really in F .

We reference without proof the fact that A has some splitting field that is (finite)

Galois over F . See [L1, Theorem 15.12] or [L2, Section 29.F22]. Thus we may assume

without loss of generality that K|F is Galois. Let σ ∈ Gal(K|F ). By considering

entry-wise action, we can think of σ as an automorphism of Md(K). Then of course

σ ◦ ρ is also a splitting representation. By Lemma 5.3.2, χρ = χσ◦ρ. The latter equals

σ(χρ), where σ acts on polynomials via their coefficients, fixing t. Thus σ fixes all
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the coefficients of χρ and indeed χρ ∈ F [t].

The upshot is that an element of a CSA has a well-defined characteristic polyno-

mial with coefficients in F , and thus a trace and norm taking values in F .

Definition 5.3.4. We define the reduced characteristic polynomial, reduced trace, and

reduced norm on the central simple F -algebra A to be χ = χρ, trace = traceρ, and

N = Nρ respectively for any splitting representation ρ of A. We define the norm-1

group of A to be SL1(A) = {x ∈ A | N(x) = 1}.

Note that if A is already split over F , then the identity map is a splitting rep-

resentation and SL1(A) = SLd(F ). In the same vein, if K splits A then the natural

embedding A ↪→ Md(K) is a splitting representation and so SL1(A) ≤ SLd(K). Of

course, the groups SLd(K) are standard examples of Chevalley groups, and so norm-

1 groups can be made to act on buildings. Also, the multiplicative group A× can

be thought of as a subgroup of GLd(K), which corresponds to the same spherical

building as SLd(K); see [AB2, Section 6.5].

5.4 Not weakly transitive actions

Throughout this section, D is a central F -division algebra of degree d > 2. For any

K|F splitting D, we can consider D× as a subgroup of (DK)× ∼= GLd(K), and can

thus refer to the action of D× on an appropriate spherical building ∆. We will later

also consider the action of SL1(D) on ∆, and also on the appropriate affine building

for certain K. As usual N denotes the group of monomial matrices in GLd(K) and

T denotes the group of diagonal matrices. Note that the spherical Weyl group is

N/T ∼= Sd.

It is actually quite easy to see that D× fails to act weakly transitively on ∆. We

will get this out of the way now, and the rest of this section will inspect the question

of how extreme this failure is.
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Theorem 5.4.1. Think of D× ≤ GLd(K) via some splitting representation D ↪→

Md(K). Then there exists a coset X in N/T such that for any g ∈ GLd(K), gD×g−1∩

X = ∅.

Proof. Let w ∈ Sd be any permutation that fixes precisely one element of {1, . . . , d}.

Since d > 2 such a w exists, and without loss of generality we may suppose that fixed

point is d. Let X denote the coset in N/T corresponding to w, so X consists only of

matrices of the form A = diag(B, c), where B is a (d−1)-by-(d−1) monomial matrix

with zeros on its diagonal.

Now let z ∈ D×, g ∈ GLd(K) and suppose gzg−1 ∈ X. Say gzg−1 = A =

diag(B, c). Clearly z has trace c, so by Proposition 5.3.3, c ∈ F . In particular this

means that c ∈ D, and so also z − c ∈ D. Thus, the matrix g(z − c)g−1 must either

be zero or invertible. Since gzg−1 = A and c = cId is central in GLd(K), we have

g(z − c)g−1 = A − cId = diag(B − cId−1, 0). This is not invertible since the bottom

row consists of zeros. Also, if B − cId−1 is zero then by construction of B, we have

c = 0, which contradicts the assumption that z is invertible.

Corollary 5.4.2. Let F be any field, D a central F -division algebra of degree d > 2.

Consider D× ≤ GLd(K) and SL1(D) ≤ SLd(K) for splitting field K|F . If ∆ is the

spherical building for GLd(K) and SLd(K), then the action of D× on ∆ is not weakly

transitive. If K is complete with respect to a discrete valuation and ∆a is the affine

building for SLd(K) then the action of SL1(D) on ∆a is not weakly transitive, and

thus not strongly transitive with respect to any apartment system.

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 2.4.3 and Theorem 5.4.1.

Example 5.4.3. The method used to prove Theorem 5.4.1 becomes especially clear

in the d = 3 case. Suppose gzg−1 equals the matrix

A =


0 a 0

b 0 0

0 0 c

 ,
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for a, b, c ∈ K×. Then z has reduced trace c, so c ∈ F , and z − c ∈ D. But since

gzg−1 = A, we have g(z − c)g−1 = A− cI3, which equals
−c a 0

b −c 0

0 0 0

 .

This is neither zero nor invertible, a contradiction.

The result of Corollary 5.4.2 is ultimately not surprising. A. Rapinchuk has a

short, elegant proof that proves this result in much more generality, in particular the

conclusion holds for any non-split algebraic group that doesn’t split over a quadratic

extension [R1]. However, as we will see the failure of D× and SL1(D) to act weakly

transitively is especially stark. The rest of this section is devoted to justifying the

claim that this failure is “dramatic.” Namely, we will exhibit a large collection of

cosets X in N/T that have empty intersection with any conjugate of D×. From now

on we equate N/T with Sd, and may refer to cosets by their cycle decomposition.

This next proof is a direct generalization of the “unique fixed point” situation from

Theorem 5.4.1.

Theorem 5.4.4. Let X be any coset in N/T other than a d-cycle, with cycle de-

composition featuring a unique cycle of minimum length, where a 1-cycle represents

a fixed point. Let z ∈ D×, g ∈ GLd(K). Then gzg−1 6∈ X.

Proof. Suppose gzg−1 = A ∈ X for some g, z. By adjusting g as necessary we may

assume A is of the form A = diag(B1, . . . , Br, C) where

Bi =



0 1bi 0 · · · 0

0 0 2bi · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . ki−1bi

kibi 0 0 · · · 0


and C =



0 c1 0 · · · 0

0 0 c2 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . c`−1

c` 0 0 · · · 0
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with ` < ki for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Let bi = (1bi) · · · (kibi) for each i and c = c1 · · · c`.

Consider the characteristic polynomial χA(t) = χB1(t) · · ·χBr(t)χC(t). Of course

χA(t) equals χz(t) and so by Proposition 5.3.3 its coefficients lie in F . The constant

term is clearly ±b1 · · · brc, so b1 · · · brc ∈ F . The t` term is also of interest. Since

χBi(t) = tki − bi and χC(t) = t` − c, and since ` < ki for all i, we see that the t` term

of χA(t) must be ±b1 · · · brt`. Thus, b1 · · · br ∈ F and we conclude that c ∈ F .

In particular z`−c ∈ D, so A`−cId is either invertible or is the zero matrix. Since

C` = cI`, it is impossible that A` − cId can be invertible. But ` < ki for all i, so the

B`
i − cIki are all nonzero. We conclude that in fact gzg−1 6∈ X for any g, z.

Theorem 5.4.4 discounts any coset featuring a “unique smallest” cycle, and we

can also discount cosets featuring a “big” cycle, as the next theorem will show. First

we need a simple lemma.

Lemma 5.4.5. The matrix

A =



0 a1 0 · · · 0

0 0 a2 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . ad−1

ad 0 0 · · · 0


has minimal polynomial td − a where 0 6= a := a1 . . . ad.

Proof. Clearly A satisfies this polynomial. Also, a quick calculation shows that

Id, A,A
2, . . . , Ad−1 are linearly independent, so the minimal polynomial of A cannot

have degree less than d. We conclude that td − a is the minimal polynomial.

Theorem 5.4.6. Let X be any coset in N/T whose cycle decomposition features a

k-cycle, with d/2 < k < d. Let z ∈ D×, g ∈ GLd(K). Then gzg−1 6∈ X.
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Proof. Suppose gzg−1 = A ∈ X for some g, z. By adjusting g as necessary we may

assume A is of the form A = diag(A′, B) where

A′ =



0 a1 0 · · · 0

0 0 a2 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . ak−1

ak 0 0 · · · 0


and B is a d− k by d− k matrix. Set a = a1 · · · ak and j = d− k, so 0 < j < k. Then

the characteristic polynomial χA(t) equals (tk − a)χB(t), and χB(t) has degree j. As

before, the coefficients of χA(t) lie in F . In particular the coefficient on the tj term is

in F . But this term must be −atj, since k > j and χB(t) is monic of degree j. Thus,

a ∈ F . Also note that the minimal polynomial of z must have degree dividing d, by

Proposition 5.1.11, but by Lemma 5.4.5 it also must have degree at least k. Since

k > d/2 we conclude that χA(t) is the minimal polynomial of z.

Now, since a ∈ F , zk−a ∈ D and g(zk−a)g−1 = Ak−aId is either 0 or invertible.

It’s clearly not invertible, we in fact zk− a = 0. But χA(t) is the minimal polynomial

of z and k < d so this is impossible.

We can generalize these two situations simultaneously with another criterion we

call “lonely cycles.” Let σ be a permutation with cycle decomposition σ = σ1 · · ·σm
for each σi a ki-cycle (as usual we account for fixed points with “1-cycles”). We will

call σi lonely if ki satisfies the following two conditions:

1. For any ε1, . . . , εr ∈ {0, 1}, if ki =
r∑
j=1

εjkj then εj = 0 for all j 6= i.

2. If ki is maximal among all kj then ki does not divide d.

For example the cycle (1 2 3) is lonely in the permutation (1 2 3)(4 5)(6 7) since 3

cannot be written as a sum involving 2 and 2, and 3 does not divide 7, but the cycle

(4 5) is not lonely since it can be written as a sum involving 3 and 2, namely 2=2.
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Note that the second condition in particular ensures that d-cycles themselves are not

lonely. However, the d-cycles are still an interesting case, which we will consider later.

For now we claim that any permutation featuring a lonely cycle cannot be represented

by any conjugate of D×.

Theorem 5.4.7. Let X be any coset in N/T whose cycle decomposition features a

lonely k-cycle. Let z ∈ D×, g ∈ GLd(K). Then gzg−1 6∈ X.

Proof. Suppose gzg−1 = A ∈ X for some g, z. Let the cycle type of X be j1, . . . , jr, k,

so no collection of distinct ji can sum to k. By adjusting g as necessary we may assume

A is of the form A = diag(B1, . . . , Br, C) where

Bi =



0 ib1 0 · · · 0

0 0 ib2 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . ibji−1

ibji 0 0 · · · 0


and

C =



0 c1 0 · · · 0

0 0 c2 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . ck−1

ck 0 0 · · · 0


.

Set bi = (ib1) · · · (ibji) for each i and set c = c1 · · · ck. Then the characteristic poly-

nomial χA(t) equals χB1(t) · · ·χBr(t)χC(t). The coefficients of χA(t) lie in F , so in

particular the coefficient on the tk term is in F . But this term must be ±(b1 · · · br)tk,

since χBi(t) = tji − bi, χC(t) = tk − c, and no collection of ji can sum to k. Thus,

b1 · · · br ∈ F . Of course the constant term of χA(t) is ±b1 · · · brc, so we also know that

c ∈ F .

In particular, zk− c ∈ D and g(zk− c)g−1 = Ak− cId is either 0 or invertible. It’s

clearly not invertible, so in fact zk − c = 0. This immediately implies that each ji
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divides k, and so k is maximal among j1, . . . , jr, k. Then by the second criterion in the

definition of lonely cycles, k does not divide d. However, by the proof of Lemma 5.4.5

the minimal polynomial of z cannot have degree smaller than k, so in fact zk − c is

the minimal polynomial of z. Since the degree of the subfield F (z) in D must divide

d by Proposition 5.1.11, this is a contradiction.

As an example, consider the permutation σ = (1 2 3)(4 5)(6 7) from earlier. Here

(1 2 3) is lonely, so no conjugate of D× can represent σ. Note that σ does not feature

a “big” cycle, nor a “unique smallest” cycle, so we have really gained ground by

considering lonely cycles. Also note that any big or unique smallest cycle is clearly

lonely, so this is really a generalization.

We now discuss the case of d-cycles with regard to SL1(D).

Theorem 5.4.8. Suppose d is not a power of 2. For any z ∈ SL1(D), g ∈ GLd(K),

gzg−1 cannot be of the form

A =



0 a1 0 · · · 0

0 0 a2 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...

0 0 0
. . . ad−1

ad 0 0 · · · 0


Proof. Suppose gzg−1 = A. By Lemma 5.4.5, z has minimal polynomial td− a where

a = a1 . . . ad. Since z has norm 1, a = (−1)d+1 so z has minimal polynomial td+(−1)d.

Since D is a division algebra and z ∈ D, td + (−1)d is irreducible.

This clearly is impossible if d is odd, since 1 is a root of td−1, so assume d is even.

Let d = 2em for odd m. Then t2
e
+ 1 divides td + 1, so by irreducibility we know that

d must be a power of 2. But we discounted this possibility in the hypothesis.

In particular no conjugate of SL1(D) can represent a d-cycle in Sd (assuming that

d is not a power of 2).
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As seen in [AB1] the case when F = Q is already quite interesting, and it turns out

that in this case we can achieve the above result regarding d-cycles with no restriction

on d. By Theorem 4.1.2 and Example 4.3.1, all representatives in N of a d-cycle in

Sd have order d or 2d. Specifically if d is odd they all have order d and if d is even

they all have order 2d. To show that no conjugate of SL1(D) represents a d-cycle, it

thus suffices to show that D does not contain certain roots of unity.

Theorem 5.4.9. If d is odd then D× contains no elements of order d, and if d is

even then D× contains no elements of order 2d.

Before proving the theorem we will need the following lemma. Recall that Dp :=

D ⊗Q Qp.

Lemma 5.4.10. Suppose d > 2 is a power of a prime, d = sm. Then there exists an

odd prime p such that Dp is a division algebra.

Proof. Since D has index d = sm we know [D] has order sm in Br(Q), as discussed

in [R2, Section 5.4.4]. Thus by the construction of the Hasse invariant map we know

that there exists some valuation ν such that invν(D) has reduced denominator sm.

Also, any archimedean valuation yields an invariant of order 1 or 2, so we can choose

ν non-archimedean, i.e., associated to some prime p. Since the invariants sum to zero,

we actually know that there are at least two p1, p2 such that invp1(D) and invp2(D)

have denominator sm. Thus, we can choose an odd prime p such that Dp has index

d and so is a division algebra.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.9. First suppose d = 2em for odd m > 1, i.e., d is not a power

of 2. Suppose D contains a primitive rth root of unity, ζr. Then D contains the

subfield L := Q(ζr) of degree ϕ(r), so by Corollary 5.1.11 ϕ(r) must divide d. If

r = d and d is odd, then ϕ(r) cannot divide d, since ϕ(r) is even for r > 2. If r = 2d

and d is even, then ϕ(r) = ϕ(2e+1m) = 2eϕ(m). Since m > 2, in this case 2e+1|ϕ(r)

so ϕ(r) cannot divide d.
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The only remaining case we care about is when d = 2e. In this case ϕ(2d) = d,

so L = Q(ζ2d) is a maximal subfield of D and D splits over L, by Proposition 5.1.12.

For prime p, let Lp := Qp(ζ) where ζ is a primitive 2dth root of unity. Note that there

is (at least one) embedding of Q(ζ2d) into Lp, sending ζ2d to ζ. Since D splits over L,

we have that

Dp ⊗Qp Lp = (D ⊗Q Qp)⊗Qp Lp = D ⊗Q Lp

= (D ⊗Q Q(ζ2d))⊗Q(ζ2d) Lp = Md(Q(ζ2d))⊗Q(ζ2d) Lp

= Md(Lp),

so Dp splits over Lp. By Proposition 5.1.12 again, for each p the index of Dp divides

the degree of Lp. We claim that [Lp : Qp] < d for any odd prime p. This will

contradict Lemma 5.4.10, proving the theorem. By [S2, Section 4.4, Corollary 1],

[Lp : Qp] equals the order of p in (Z/2e+1Z)×. Since e > 1, this group is isomorphic

to Z/2Z×Z/2e−1Z, and so p has order strictly less than 2e. Thus, [Lp : Qp] < d.

This is an interesting result in its own right, and also proves that no conjugate

of SL1(D) can represent any d-cycle in N/T ∼= Sd, even in the case that d is a

proper power of 2. There was nothing special about F = Q, except for the fact that

[Q(ζr) : Q] = ϕ(r). It is easy to see that these results hold for global fields F other

than Q, provided the relevant cyclotomic extensions have the same degree as in the

Q case.

Remark 5.4.11. As mentioned earlier, the actions on the buildings in all these

examples are “not even close” to being weakly transitive. To justify this statement,

let us estimate how many elements of Sd feature a “big” cycle, i.e., a k-cycle with

d/2 < k < d. The number of k-cycles in Sd is
d!

(d− k)!k
. Thus, the number of

permutations that feature a k-cycle is
d!

(d− k)!k
(d − k)! =

d!

k
. Since d/2 < k there

is no risk that we have over-counted; a permutation cannot contain more than one

k-cycle. Now we calculate the number b(d) of elements of Sd featuring a “big” cycle.
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This is

b(d) =
∑

d/2<k<d

d!

k
= d!

∑
d/2<k<d

1

k

= d!

(
H(d− 1)−H

(⌊
d

2
+ 1

⌋))
where

H(m) :=
m∑
k=1

1

k

is the mth harmonic number. For large m, H(m) grows like lnm. Thus for large d,

b(d) ≈ d!(ln d− ln d/2) = d! ln 2.

Since ln 2 ≈ .7, we see that for large enough d about 70% of the elements of Sd

feature a “big” cycle. Since conjugates of D× cannot represent any elements of this

form, we see that the failure to act weakly transitively is indeed quite dramatic.

One could try to estimate the number of permutations featuring a “lonely” cycle,

but it is doubtful that the estimate of 70% would change much. Similarly, ruling out

the d-cycles in case either d is not a power of 2 or F is an appropriate global field

will not affect this estimate, since for large d the d-cycles make up an infinitesimal

percent of all permutations. It would be interesting to see whether as d grows, the

percent of cosets that cannot be represented by D× actually approaches 100%. M.

Kassabov has suggested that it seems likely D× can only represent a very narrow

class of elements of Sd, namely those whose cycle decomposition features cycles all

of the same size. Proving this for arbitrary base field F would require new methods

however. For example in S8, we have at present no way of ruling out the possibility

that D× represents a 4-2-2 cycle.

We have barely mentioned affine buildings, but of course since the action of SL1(D)

is not weakly transitive in the spherical case this also holds in the affine case. We now

claim that this action may nonetheless be Weyl transitive. Suppose D is a central
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F -division algebra for some topological field F , dense in a field K|F splitting D. For

example we could consider F global and K = Fν for Fν splitting D. (In fact all but

finitely many ν will work.) Suppose further that charF does not divide the degree d

of D. Let G = SL1(D) and GK = SL1(DK) ∼= SLd(K). The following lemma is an

analog of [AB1, Lemma 2.1].

Lemma 5.4.12. The group G is dense in GK.

Proof. For any x ∈ D×, since N(x) ∈ F we know xd/N(x) has norm 1. Thus the

closure G of G in GK contains all elements of the form yd/N(y) for y ∈ D×K . In

particular, considering all y of norm 1, we get that Gd
K ⊆ G. It now suffices to show

that Gd
K = GK , that is that SLd(FK) is generated by dth powers. Indeed SLd(FK) is

generated by elementary matrices, and since charF does not divide d these are all

dth powers.

Together with Lemma 2.4.2, and the fact that affine chamber stabilizers in SLd(K)

are open, this proves that the action is indeed Weyl transitive. Between this section

and Section 4.2, we have established a broad class of examples of group actions on

affine buildings that are Weyl transitive but not strongly transitive with respect to

any apartment system. In particular the examples in the present section are, as

discussed, very far from being weakly transitive.

5.5 Action on the fundamental apartment

As we have seen, the action of D× on the relevant building is far from weakly transi-

tive. We now analyze a related question, namely, we know that D× does not represent

the whole Weyl group, but how much exactly does it represent? Thinking of the Weyl

group as the stabilizer modulo the fixer of an arbitrary apartment, this problem seems

difficult. If we consider the fundamental apartment however, we can achieve a precise

description, at least for “most” division algebras D.
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Let D be a division algebra of degree d, and suppose D has a maximal subfield K

that is Galois over the center F of D. (Division algebras lacking this property exist,

but are difficult to construct; the first examples were discovered only in the 1970’s,

by Amitsur [A]. Also for certain F , e.g., F global, all F -division algebras have this

property, and so really our restriction is not very severe.) Let Γ = Gal(K|F ). Using

the notion of a crossed product, we can construct a (right) K-basis {xσ}σ∈Γ for D,

with multiplication given by xσxτ = xστaσ,τ for some aσ,τ ∈ K× and bxσ = xσσ(b) for

b ∈ K; see [L2, Theorem 30.1.1] for details. The action of D× by left multiplication

on the d-dimensional right K-vector space D is K-linear, and so induces an injective

homomorphism D× ↪→ GLd(K). We will suppress this map and just think of D× as

a subgroup of GLd(K).

Let ∆ be the standard spherical building for GLd(K). Let Σ0 denote the funda-

mental apartment, with stabilizer N the group of monomial matrices and fixer T the

group of diagonal matrices. Note that the Weyl group W = N/T is isomorphic to

Sd. Consider the action of the subgroup D× on ∆. We claim that we can completely

describe the subgroup WD× := StabD×(Σ0)/FixD×(Σ0) of W . Define φ : Γ → WD×

to be σ 7→ xσ FixD×(Σ0). Since aσ,τ ∈ K× fixes Σ0, φ is a homomorphism. Also, if

xσ fixes Σ0 then in particular xσxσ lies in the K-span of xσ, implying that σ2 = σ,

so σ = 1. So φ is injective. Lastly, since our choice of standard basis is unique up to

K-span [L2], φ is a canonical map.

Proposition 5.5.1. The map φ defined above is surjective, and so is a canonical

isomorphism.

Proof. Suppose that z ∈ D× is a monomial matrix. Then for any basis element

xτ , zxτ is again in the K-span of some basis element. Say z =
∑
σ∈Γ

xσbσ, so zxτ =∑
σ∈Γ

xστaσ,ττ(bσ). For this to lie in the span of a single basis element, we must have

that all but one of the bσ are in fact zero. Thus z is of the form xσb for some b ∈ K×,

σ ∈ Γ. We conclude that the stabilizer of Σ0 in D× is made up precisely of elements of
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this form. Of course xσbFixD×(Σ0) = xσ FixD×(Σ0), and so indeed φ is surjective.

This yields a precise description of the action of D× on Σ0, given by the subgroup

WD×
∼= Γ of W . In fact the map φ : Γ ↪→ WD× is explicit. Since W = Sd and |Γ| = d

we can think of W as the symmetric group on the set Γ. Then φ is just induced

by the left multiplication of Γ on itself. If we fix σ ∈ Γ with order ` and choose

τ1, . . . , τr such that Γ =
r⋃
i=1

〈σ〉τi, where r = d/`, then φ(σ) has cycle decomposition

(τ1 στ1 σ
`−1τ1) · · · (τr στr σ`−1τr), which in particular consists only of `-cycles. This

verifies the suggestion of M. Kassabov that D× should only be able to represent

w ∈ W if the cycle decomposition of w features cycles all of the same length, at least

for the case of the fundamental apartment.

As an aside, we note that the building and fundamental apartment depend on the

choice of K, and so the fact that this description depends on Γ is not surprising. That

is, if D contains some other Galois maximal subfield K ′ with Galois group Γ′ 6∼= Γ,

then the resulting building and fundamental apartment are different, and so WD×

will be different. It would thus be most precise to use the notation WD×,K,Σ0
but for

brevity we will just write WD× .

Thanks to the description of WD× we can also say something about the action of

SL1(D) on Σ0. Namely, SL1(D) represents φ(σ) in WD× if and only if there exists

b ∈ K such that xσb has reduced norm 1. This in turn will happen if and only if

the reduced norm of xσ is already a Galois norm of something in K. In general the

question of whether the reduced norm of xσ is a Galois norm is a difficult one, and

so the precise determination of WSL1(D) := StabSL1(D)(Σ0)/FixSL1(D)(Σ0) is difficult.

We now specialize to the case of cyclic algebras and see that already this question is

at least as difficult as a well-known problem that remains unsolved in many cases.

Let D be a cyclic algebra D = (K/F, σ, a) with Gal(K|F ) = 〈σ〉 and the above

standard K-basis now given by xσi = xi for 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, where x := xσ and

xd = a ∈ F×; for details about cyclic algebras see [L1, Section 14; L2, Chapter 31].
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In particular for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ d− 1, aσi,σj is 1 if i + j < d and is a otherwise. This

allows us to explicitly calculate the reduced norm of the basis elements, namely xi

has reduced norm (−1)i(d−1)ai for each i. Thus for each i, φ(σi) is represented by

SL1(D) if and only if (−1)i(d−1)ai is a Galois norm of something in K×.

Consider the (σ-dependent) isomorphism Br(K|F ) → F×/N(K×) under which

[D] 7→ aN(K×), described in [L2, Theorem 30.4.4]. Thanks to this isomorphism

we see that for any i, ai is a norm if and only if e(D)|i, where e(D) is the order

of [D] in Br(K|F ). This shows that determining WSL1(D) is essentially equivalent

to determining e(D), and in general it is an open question to determine e(D) for

arbitrary D. We now consider the global case, where we can say much more, and in

particular can precisely calculate WSL1(D).

Suppose F is global. Then D is automatically cyclic, say D = (K/F, σ, a), and

e(D) = d. Both of these facts are results of the well-known Albert-Brauer-Hasse-

Noether theorem [R2; S1, Theorem 10.7(a)]. If SL1(D) represents φ(σi), then the

element (−1)i(d−1)ai is a Galois norm, and so its square a2i is as well. This tells us

that i can only possibly be d, or d/2 if d is even. The i = d case corresponds to the

trivial Weyl group element, which is of course in WSL1(D). Suppose now that i = d/2.

Since ai is not a Galois norm, (−1)i(d−1) must be −1, i.e., i is odd and d is congruent

to 2 mod 4. We now have a complete characterization of WSL1(D) for the case when

F is global, described in the following:

Proposition 5.5.2. Let F be a global field. Let D = (K/F, σ, a) be as above, with

degree d. If d is not congruent to 2 mod 4, or if it is but −ad/2 is not in NK|F (K×),

then WSL1(D) = {1}. If d is congruent to 2 mod 4 and −ad/2 is in NK|F (K×), then

WSL1(D) = {1, φ(σd/2)}.

We observe that when d = 2 this proposition says that StabSL1(D)(Σ0) acts tran-

sitively on C(Σ0) if and only if −a ∈ NK|F (K×). In [AB1], it is shown that if d = 2

and F = Q then SL1(D) acts weakly transitively if and only if −1 ∈ D2. The condi-
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tions −a ∈ NK|F (K×) and −1 ∈ D2 would thus seem to be related. Indeed if −a ∈

NK|F (K×), say −a = bσ(b) for b ∈ K, then (xb−1)2 = x2σ(b−1)b−1 = a(−a)−1 = −1

so −1 is a square. The converse need not be true, since SL1(D) can act weakly tran-

sitively without doing so via Σ0. For instance if K = Q(i) and a = −3 then of course

−1 ∈ D2 but −a = 3 is not a Galois norm. In this case then SL1(D) acts weakly

transitively on ∆ via some apartment other than Σ0.

We conclude with a few words regarding affine buildings. Let F be a global field

and D = (K/F, σ, a) as above, with degree d. For technical reasons we assume the

characteristic of F does not divide d. Suppose K is embedded in Fν for some non-

archimedean valuation ν of F . Let Fν have valuation ring R and residue field k. Let

∆a be the affine building on which SLd(Fν) acts strongly transitively with respect to

A, and let X0 denote the fundamental affine apartment.

Let W , N , and T be the standard spherical data for SLd(Fν), and let Wa, Ta be

the standard affine data. Then Wa = N/Ta and W = N/T , so if Q := T/Ta we have

the short exact sequence

1→ Q→ Wa → W → 1.

In fact the inclusion W ↪→ Wa provides a splitting, and we get Wa = W n Q [AB2,

Section 6.9.2; B3, Section 6.2.1]. We call Q the group of translations ; note that

Q = T/Ta ∼= (F×ν /R
×)d−1 ∼= Zd−1. We claim that SL1(D) represents every element

of Q, i.e., Q is contained in (Wa)SL1(D) := StabSL1(D)(X0)/FixSL1(D)(X0).

First note that Ta is open in T , since Ta = Td(R) and T = Td(Fν). It thus

suffices to show that SL1(D) ∩ T is dense in T . By construction, if z ∈ SL1(D) is

diagonal then as a matrix it looks like diag(b, σ(b), . . . , σd−1(b)) for some b ∈ K×,

and NK|F (b) = 1. Thus, as an element of D, z = b. Also, for any x ∈ K, if

b = x/σ(x) then clearly NK|F (b) = 1. We want to show that the collection of matrices

diag(b, σ(b), . . . , σd−1(b)) with b = x/σ(x) as above is dense in T . Let {e1, . . . , ed} be

an F -basis of K, and for each i, j set e
(i)
j = σi(ej). Let σ̃ : K ⊗F Fν → K ⊗F Fν be

the map induced by σ : K → K and idFν : Fν → Fν . Consider b = x/σ(x) where
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x = x1e1 + · · ·+ xded for xj ∈ F , so

b =
x1e1 + · · ·+ xded

x1e
(1)
1 + · · ·+ xde

(1)
d

.

The matrix diag(b, σ(b), . . . , σd−1(b)) looks like

diag

(
x1e1 + · · ·+ xded

x1e
(1)
1 + · · ·+ xde

(1)
d

, . . . ,
x1e

(d−1)
1 + · · ·+ xde

(d−1)
d

x1e
(d)
1 + · · ·+ xde

(d)
d

)
.

The closure of the set of such matrices includes all matrices of the same form but

with the xj coming from Fν . Thus if we can show every element of T is of that form,

we’ll know that SL1(D) ∩ T is dense in T .

Proposition 5.5.3. Every element of T is of the above form for some xj ∈ Fν.

Proof. Let diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λd) be an arbitrary element of T , so λd = (λ1 · · ·λd−1)−1.

We want to solve the system (∗) of d equations

λi =
x1e

(i−1)
1 + · · ·+ xde

(i−1)
d

x1e
(i)
1 + · · ·+ xde

(i)
d

for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. This system can be made linear, rewritten as the system (†) given by

(e
(i−1)
1 − λie(i)

1 )x1 + (e
(i−1)
2 − λie(i)

2 )x2 + · · ·+ (e
(i−1)
d − λie(i)

d )xd = 0.

If we find a solution (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ F d
ν to (†) and set x = x1e1 + · · ·+ xded, then we’ll

have σ̃i−1(x) = λiσ̃
i(x) for each i. Since the λi are all invertible, we see that either

all the σ̃i(x) are zero, or none of them are. Thus to show that (∗) has a solution, it

suffices to show that (†) has a solution (x1, . . . , xd) for which 0 6= x = x1e1+· · ·+xded.

First note that since λd = (λ1 · · ·λd−1)−1, any solution to the first d− 1 equations

of (†) will automatically satisfy the dth equation. Since each of these equations is

homogeneous and linear, and there are d−1 of them, the set of solutions is a subspace

of F d
ν of dimension at least 1, in particular non-zero solutions (x1, . . . , xd) exist. We

now need to ensure that 0 6= x1e1 + · · ·+ xded.
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Suppose (x1, . . . , xd) is a non-zero solution to (†) with 0 = x1e1 + · · · + xded. As

explained above we also have 0 = x1e
(i)
1 + · · · + xde

(i)
d for all i, and so in particular

(x1, . . . , xd) is a solution to the matrix A := (e
(i)
j )di,j=1. Thus A is singular, and since it

has entries in K it already must have a non-zero solution (x1, . . . , xd) in Kd. Note that

some entry xk is non-zero, so we can replace each xj by xj/xk and assume without loss

of generality that xk = 1. Now, by the construction of A, (σi(x1), . . . , σi(xd)) is also

a solution to A for any i. Thus if tj denotes the Galois trace of xj, (t1, . . . , td) ∈ F d is

a solution to A. But the ej are F -linearly independent, so all the xj must have trace

0. Since xk = 1 and the characteristic of F does not divide d, this is impossible.

We conclude that SL1(D)∩T is dense in T , and so SL1(D) represents every element

of Q. This shows that indeed Q is contained in (Wa)SL1(D), and so (Wa)SL1(D) =

WSL1(D) n Q. As we have seen WSL1(D) is usually trivial, and if not then it has

order 2. Thus despite SL1(D) acting Weyl transitively on ∆a, it acts on X0 only by

translations in most cases, and only by translations and a single transposition in all

other cases.
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